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PREFACE 

The writer first becrume interested in the Mexican 

novel several years ago, when she was taking a course on the 

novel of Mariano Azuela at the University of Texas from 

Dr. J. R. Spell. When it was decided to continue the study 

of this particular field of literature, Mauricio Magdaleno's 

novels were selected, because he is an eminent man of con

temporary Mexican letters, who understands all of the social 

classes and portrays them vividly and authentically. The aim 

of this thesis is to present a picture of Mauricio Magdaleno's 

fiction, stressing Mexican customs and social, political, and 

economic problems. The style of his fictional works is dis

cussed and examples are q1oted, but his didactic works are 

merely introduced in a general chapter. Magdaleno's books, 

correspondence, and a typed copy of Mauricio Magdaleno's life 

published by a South American magazine as well as an interview 

with his brother, Vicente Magdaleno,are the sources of material. 

Mauricio Magdaleno furnished the biographical data, but he did 

not mention the name df the magazine. 

The spelling and accentuation in all direct quotations 

taken f rom Magdaleno's works, correspondence, and biographical 

data are exactly as they appear in h~s writings, even though 

the form is incorrect. The word fue, for example, is found 

without the accent many times in his books and letters. 
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One or the purposes or this preface is to inform the 

reader that some of Magdaleno's works have not been published 

and to give the reasons for this, as well as to mention his 

nove.ls that will be ready for the reader in a short time. 

Magdaleno states in his biographical data, "'Tierra 

y viento•, anunciada ya en Buenos Aires, nose publicopor 

que me arrepenti, a U'ltima hora. '' In a personal letter 

Magdaleno writes, "Paso a darle las noticias cp.e me pide. 
/ Era 'Familia de Silvestre Nava•, nolo publique. Compro-

metido yo el libro, no me gusto, y prefer! no entregarlo a 

las prensas." Although Magdaleno has not been satisfied 

with some of his works, he has not given up permanently the 

thought of writing, as is seen in his biographical notes: 

En camblo, esta lista "La tierra grande" 
para entrar a su primera edicion mexicana y 
norteamericana; en cambio, otra novela de indios, 
"Valerio". Y despues, las pilas de proyectos; ya 
iran saliendo conforme se puede. 

Magdaleno states in a personal letter, written 

January 9, 1947: 

Creo que para fines de la primavera podre 
poner en sus manos una nueva novela, que le gustara; 
La tierra grande. Ahora ya con Viking Press de New 
York para dos novelas por ano, trabajo en otra. 

Although Magdaleno has not been a volwninous writer, 

his idealogy is broad and varied. He may yet prove himself 

to be one of the great novelists of Mexico, equal or even 

superior to Mariano Azuela and other novelists now better 

known than Magdaleno. 
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CHAPTER I 

IDEALOGY OF MAGDALENO 

Among the most interesting and popular writers of 

Mexico today is Mauricio Magdaleno. Although still a young 

man, he has not produced many books, but the writer of this 

thesis believes that he will make a number of additional out-

standing contributions to Mexican literature in the near 

ruture. His main purpose is to impress his idealogy upon his 

age and people, and his viewpoints are almost universal among 

contemporary men of letters in Mexico. All of his literary 

works illustrate his tremendous scope of interests. National

ism, Americanism, and social equality are the foremost topics 

of his writings. A study of Magdaleno's literature is 

especially interesting, since he has attempted various 

classes -- dramas, essays, and novels. 

Mexico recognized him as a dramatist after the pres-
1 entation of his Teatro revolucionario mexicano, which con t ains 

the following three-act dramas: Emiliano Zapata, Panuco 1£1, 
and Tropico . Emiliano Zapata and Panuco 137 were presented 

in the Teatro Hidalgo of Mexico City. While in Spain 

Magdaleno was honored as a Spanish American dramatist by the 

Teatro Espanol . The following quotation is taken from the 

biographical dat.a sent by Magdaleno: 

1Mauricio Magdaleno,, Teatro revolucionario mexicano, 
Primera Edic16n (Madrid: Editorial Cenit, s. A.). 
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In 1932 se dio a conocer del publico capitalino 
como dramaturgo, en una breve temporada efectuada en el 
Teatro Hidalgo, misma en la cual estrenolas primeras 
obras de franco car{cter vernaculo: Emiliano Zapata z 
P~uco 137. De all! y con una bolsa ae vlaje que le fue 
concedi~por el Gobierno de su pa!s, fue laureado en el 
concurso efectuado por el Teatro Espaiiol entre los drama
turgos americanos de hablar castellana. 

A su regreso a M~xico estreno otro drama: 
Tro_pico • • • • _ 

Tropico is the last play that Mauricio Magdaleno has 

written. His dramas cannot be readily presented on the stage 

on account of the elaborate stage settings that are required. 

The stage directions contain so much descriptive and narrative 

matter that these plays appear sqmewhat novelistic. They are, 

in reality, terse philosophical essays written in dr~atic form 

to be presented on the stage. 

In addition to these dramatic essays he has written 

two volumes of essays of the more usual type, Vida z EOesra 

and Ra.ngo . The former contains an admirable series of concise 

articles reprinted from periodicals published in Spain, 

Colombia, and Me~ico from 1933 to 1935, and the style of 

course is journalistic. A complete index of the titles by 

sections increases the value of the compilation for the 

reader. The fifty-one works are grouped under five headings 

accoirding to the nature of the material: Referencias a.mericanas, 

Caminos, Mota~ de Espana, Notas ~ Mexico, and Sensaciones. 

However, this collection is not held in very high regard by 

Magdaleno. This book, written on outstanding works and 
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personalities, lacks unity except £or the author's £eeling of 

nationalism. He expresses himself £rankly in his biographical 

data concerning this volume, ''Vida y poes{a es una edicion 

pirateada en Chile y que formaron alla sin siquiera yo saberlo, 

como les vino en gana." 

Rango is a book of thirty-three essays, which, accord

ing to the author's statement in the Advertencia, is a contin• 

uation of Vida z Eoes!a. Although the articles of the former 

are much more detailed than those of the latter, the style of 

the two books is identical. 

Besides the two volumes of essays mentioned, Magdaleno 

is the author of two biographical sketches, Jose Mar{a ~ 

~ and Fulgor ~ Mart!. Doctor Mora is the main character 

of the first, which does not give a factual sketch or Doctor 

Mora's life but emphasizes the writer's admiration for his 

idealogy. Neither does Magdaleno consider this work a worth

while contribution to Mexican literature, for in his personal 

data, referred to above, he writes: 

• • • • le dire lo siguiente en relacion con una 
pregunta que me hace usted, Miss: considero des
cartados de mi produccion (es decir procuro oliidar 
ese "Doctor Moram y otras cosillas, escritas sin 
mayor ambicion; • • • • 

It is probable that by otras cosillas he meant the 

other essays found in the s~e book, such as: "Discurso sobre 

la libertad de pensar, hablar y escribf'r" and "El curso natural 

de las revoluciones." 
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Fulgor ~Mart! centers around the character, thoughts, 

and ideology of the Cuban liberat6r Mart!. It may be called 

a collection of biographical essays and is a detailed and 

colorful portrayal of one of the foremost patriots of the New 

World. The book contains: "Ahijadero ~; " "Grilletes," 

"Espana en sombras," "El cora.zon sobre el r!o," tJEl viento 

de la meseta," "La selva encantada," "Retorno," "Norte y 

sur," "Santa fiebre," nEl sentimiento de America," "Las alas 

de la revolucid'n," "Nocturne de Florida," "La v!spera" and 

"R{o Amargo." This work may be recommended to those who wish 

to acquire a knowledge of the attitude of Latin American 

writers toward the United States as expressed in their liter

ature, and who desire a well chosen body of extracts from 

Mart!'s works. 

Another interesting composition by Mauricio Magdaleno 

is the prologue or Martf, which serves as an appropriate 

introduction to that book. The author's point of view is 

political and social rather than biographical. It is, in 

reality, a tribute to one or the great liberators, written 

by one or his foremost admirers. Even the style bears a 

close resemblance to that of Mart!'s prose. 

Magdaleno's literary ability is much more keenly 

depicted by his novels than by his dramas and essays. As 

indicated by his works, he consider~ moralization or primary 

importance and entertainment secondary; for this reason he 

writes literature with a serious purpose rather than with 
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the desire merely to entertain his countrymen. His novels are 

like motion pictures representing contemporary life in Mexico 

in which social and economic conditions form the background, 

while the characters are realistic people moving about on the 

screen. Magdaleno's fictional works indicate that he is a 

well qualified observer of Mexico's problems, one who is 

living for a principle -- social equality, because he is well 

enough acquainted with his country to know that she cannot 

continue. living in the traditions of the past. The passage, 

taken from the South American magazine mentioned previously, 

explains why he knows Mexico so well -- the rural districts 

as well as the cities: 

Hizo sus estud.ios superiores en la capital 
del parz azteca y, a una carrera profesional -- a 
la de abogado lo destinaban sus padres -- prefirio 
una aventura periodrstica que le dio ocasion de 
via jar por varios aiios a traves de to do Mexico. 
Nos asegura que ha vivido intensamente el crumpo 
de su patria y, aunque no nos lo asegura, segn~os 
estar!amos de que lo conoce y lo siente como nadie.1 

Magdaleno's novels are not idealistic theories since 

his stories are serious and succeed in making one think about 

life. Some make the reader chuckle, others make him wonder, 

but his best novel, El resplandor, almost causes one to feel 

the suffering of the poor and ignorant masses. The author's 

sympathy for these people is evident , in many pathetic rustic 

scenes. The reader is strongly moved by the sorrowful end of 

1As stated in preface, Magdaleno does not mentio~ · the 
name of this magazine. 
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the story, and all o£ his sympathies are stirred. The exploi

tation of the illiterate Indians by the governing class arouses 

one's pity for the Indian and indignation against the ruling 

class. 

An · equally interesting novel is Concha Breton, which 

pictures the ineguality of the sexes in Mexico and the un

favorable opinion of women as held by some of the men. The 

novel takes its name from the principal woman character, which 

indicates that the writer is primarily interested in her 

problems and her development. The end o£ this story expresses 

his optimistic view of the future in regard to the problem, 
/ since Godofredo, the man who has caused Concha Breton a great 

deal of unhappiness, finally consents to take their child to 

the registrar. In Mexico this means the acknowledgment of 

the child and the child's mother by the father. 

In Campo Celis and Sonata, two other works of fiction, 

Magdaleno points out class discrimination as well as inequality 

of the sexes. The end of Qa~mpo Celis illustrates the writer's 

hope for the lower class in the years to come. Bernardo Ce1is , . 

the main character born of peO'n ,,Parents , becomes the owner of 

a ranch. This exemplifies Magdaleno's desire for abolition of 

the caste system as well as his belief that this will become 

a reality for posterity. The conclusion of Sonata is like 

~ resplandor in that it does not infer an optimistic outlook 

for the future. 
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The settings of Campo Celis and El resplandor are in 

the countr y ; Concha Breton and Sonata t ake place in the city. 

The end of Ca:rm2o Celis holds a ray of hope, while El resplandor 

represents a pessimistic point of v iew, as previously stated. 

It would seem that Magdaleno wishes to impress upon his r eaders 

that the people of Mexico have a choice of two routes tra-

dition or revolution. The lower classes c an continue to 

permit themselves to be dominated by the wealthy class and 

the governing class, or they can decide to revolt in order 

to secure social equality. 

Nationali sm is the f r amework of Magdaleno's essays 

and dramas, as social reform is the skeleton of his no vels . 

His feeling of national ism and the dread of the imperialistic 

policies of the United States are ins~parable. In fact, his 

readers of Plnuco 137 and Tr6pic o are intensely impressed by 

his attitude, which doubtless is emphasized even more on the 

stage . His motive is to impres s strongly his idealogy upon 

his audience. He wishes to bring hi s observations within the 

ken of the common citizens of his country and to pave the 

way for a greater and freer Mexico . 

In Panuco 137 he pres ents the Standard Oil Company 

as an i mperialist, who is invading Mexico; in Tr6Eico the 

American Tropical Gwn Company is the aggressor. Raquel, one 

of the characters in Panuco 137, says to Damian, ano ther 

person in the same play, 11Andan por todas partes bolas de 
1 

hombre s armados , y bien pagados por los gringos." 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, Teatro revolucionar io mexicano, 
Panuco 137, I, p. 20. 
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This quotation as well as the one ~rom Tropico given 

below illustrates the sentiment o~ some Mexicans toward the 

capitalism and imperialism of the Standard Oil Company and 

the American Tropical Gum Company. El tapado, an elderly 
/ mulatto and a character o~ Tropico, makes the ~ollowing 

statement concerning wealth to Domingo Zorrilla, an elderly 

man in the same drama, "Ahora don Chico tendra mas 'plata ••• 

Y al tener don Chico, tendre' yo. nl 

The Mexicans are aware of the ~act that their country 

needs the American dollar to develop her natural resources, 

but most of them dread thinking of the consequences that may 

result ~rom this. 

The recent action o~ the United States Government 

in granting financial aid to Mexico ~or the ~ight agains t the 

dread hoof and mouth disease is an example o~ Mexico's need 

~or outside capital and financial assistance. 

Even though the Mexicans realize that they need 

American assistance to obtain national prosperity, they 

resent the intrusion by Americans. Domingo Zorrilla's 

attitude toward the Americans represents a typical belief, 

"s!, el chicle acabara co~ ellos ,y con nosotros. Un mal 

viento los echo para aca, y ahora vamos a pagar entre todos. 112 

1 Ibid., Trapico, I 1 p. 171. 

2Ibid., P• 172. 



The Mexicans believe that the Americans have their 

sel.fish interests and care nothing .for them as human beings. 

~ tapado speaking to Domingo gives further evidence o.f this 

9 

" /" / ,. d attitude, Los americanos aeabaran con el, como estan aeaban o 

con los mosquitos."1 

Although the Mexicans look upon the Americans as 

ruthless individuals, they have a great deal of con.fidence 

in American capital and American enterprise. Juan de Dios 

Rodriguez, a man o.f thirty in Tr6pico says to Domingo, "La 

enorme empresa de la American Tropical Gum convertir~ a este 

rincon de Chiapas en una de las primeras .factorias de la 

tierra."2 

In addition to having a great mistrust .for their 

neighbor to the North, many of the Mexicans have a strong 

feeling of nationalism. The following quotation i s a good 

example of Mauricio Magdaleno's devotion to his country and 

his sympathetic attitude toward the underprivileged classes. 

Rcfmulo, Raquel 's father, says to Teofilo, "i Mire no mas, 
compadreJ JArrancarle a un pobre la migaja de tierra que 

apensas le da para mal comerJ iY todo porque han sacado que 

ti 6 "3 ene petr leo y que •• ,. l 

lrbid., p. 111. 

2 Ibid., p. 174. 

3 Ibid., :q>anuco. ]dZ , r, P• 26. 
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The words of Casimiro, one of the characters in 
/ Panuco ~~ signify that Mauricio Magdaleno makes this 

character the symbol of the Mexican people in expressing 

their attitude toward the capitalistic and imperialistic 

actions of the people of the United States, " iEstos quieren 

u~ - mundo no como Dios lo hizo, sino para satisfacer sus 

ambiciones J nl 

This unscrupulous behavior of certain Americans 

has caused the Mexicans to accuse the United States of having 

expansionistic policies, although exploiters exist on both 

sides of the Rio Grande. The Mexican peasants live very 

close to the soil and, like any people who live near the 

land, have so much patriotism that they believe even the 

land possesses the feeling of nationalism. They wish to be 

a part of Mexico and desire that all the products that come 

from the soil belong to the Mexican people. They prefer a 

small milpa of a few acres that yields a few bushels of corn, 

to an oil field that has been established by the Stand~d Oil 

Company and American capital, in spite of the fact that the 

oil wells produce many times the income of a milpa. The 

peasants do not appreciate the achievement of the oil company, 

because they do not have an active part in the production of 

petroleum, nor do they benefit from it. Magdaleno makes Romulo, 

a man of about sixty who is a character in Plnuco 137, the 

1 Ibid., II, P• 51. 
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spokesman for the earth, "Es la tierra que se queja, porque 

le estdn sacando el dinero. 
• 
lDinero y petr6leo ••• , sangre 

negra de la Huasteca para ahogarnos mejor a los pobresl"1 

In Act II of the same drama R6mulo, Cande, Rtmulo's 

wife, and their son Raquel express their regret at leaving 

their home. Magdaleno employs this incident as a symbol to 

indicate that other Mexicans may be driven from their homes by 

their continental neighbors, because he feels that the United 

States has imperialistic ideas. He represents R6mulo and Cande 

as almost lacking the courage to go on, while Raquel has confi

dence in the future. Raquel 1s faith signifies the writer's 

hope for Mexican posterity. 

In Tr6pico he expresses the same hope. The American 

Tropical Gum Company is the invader, while the earth' is the 

victorious defendant. The~gressor is destroyed by Tro~c~, 

the earth. The quotation from Mister Sunter, one of the 

characters, relates what became of the American Tropical Gum 

Company in Mexico, " iMalditosl 
• / • .;1" 

JLa fabrical tEsta ardiendol 
. / 2 
ILa American Tropical Gum esta ariendol" 

In Vida z Eoes!a the viewpoint is that of a national

ist, who has chosen to write about outstanding works and 

personalities. The collection lacks unity except for the 

idealogy of the writer, who attempts to encourage a spirit 

of national consciousness in Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, and 

1Ibid., p·. 58. 
2 ; 
~., Tropico, III, P• 271. 
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Chile. The purpose of Rapgo is the same as that of ~ z 
poes!a , since the interest in Mexico is still dominant. The 

gist of each essay in both volumes can be summed up in the 

expression el nacionalismo . - . 

Even Magdaleno's admiration for Doctor Mora as indi

cated by his work Jose Mar! a Luis Mora is due to the latter's ----- ---- ---- . 

spirit of nationalism. The following words demonstrate that 

Jose Mora feared French intervention almost as much as 

Magdaleno dreads American imperialism, "Por conducto de los 

amigos ingleses saba que Francia prepara planes de inter

vencion en Mexico, y obtiene de Inglaterra declaraciones 

radicales contra los filibusteros. "1 . 

In "El viento de la meseta," one of the essays in 

El Fulgor de Mart(, Magdaleno relates Jose Mart{ to Mexico 

on account of the latter ' s love for Mexico. The selection 

quoted below illustrates his affection for that country as 

well as Magdaleno 's appreciation of ~mrtf•s devotion, because 

in all of his dramas and essays Magdaleno praises everyone 

and encourages all ideas that tend to develop nationalism 

and condemns all characters and enterprises that attempt to 

do otherwise, "Marti y el suelo en llamas identificl'ronse, a 

inmedia to, y el heroe enamorose locamente de Mexico, loca y 

apasionadamente como solfa enamorarse y soltar su fiebre 6'1."2 

1Mauricio Magdaleno; ~ Maria ~ ~, el 
civilizador (Pachuca, 1935), P• 37. 

2Mauricio Magdaleno, Fulgor de Marti, "El viento de 
la meseta" (Mexico, D. F.: Edlciones-Quetzal, 1940) , p. 97. 
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However, Americanism is another important aspect of 

Magdaleno's literature. In the prologue of Mart:( the author 

is interested primarily in Mart!•s stand on international 

relations in the Western Hemisphere. This literary work is 

a continuous expression of appreciation for Mart{•s deeds in 

regard to the independence of Cuba and his Americanism in 

general. Both Mart{ and Magdaleno encourage continental 

solidarity, because they have a strong feeling of continental 

patriotism. Although they suspect the United States of having 

ulterior motives, they admire her and value her friendship. 

"El vlento de la meseta" gives further evidence of 

Magdaleno's interest in Mart!•s Americanism. This sentence 

is a typical example: 

Todo era encender su tema sempiterno, enorme, 
mon6tono y solemne -- America, Cuba, Mexico, el decoro 
del hombre, y otra vez Mexico y su hornaza de patria, 
y otra vez y siempre Am6rica, • • • .1 

Mauricio Magdaleno's own spirit of Americanism is 

indicated by his stand on the economic imperialism in 

Venezuela. Magdaleno demonstrates that he agrees with L6pez 

Contreras, the president of Venezuela, that economic imperi

alism at the present time is not as harmful as the imperi

alism of ideas. Rango contains a worthy example: 

No es tan s6lo del imperialismo econ6mico, como 
con raz6n observa el general L6pez Contreras, del que es 
precise prevenir a los pueblos morenos de America, sino 
de otra laya de imperialismo actualmente vivo 7 activo: 
el de las ideas. Circunstancial ·en su duraci6n:- • • • 

lrbid., P• 100. 

• 

(Buenos 2Mauricio Magdaleno; R~o, "La honda voz de Venezuela" 
Aires: Editorial America ee, Octubre de 1941), p. 66. 

2 
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He wrote "Oda del solsticio de est{o a Walt Whitman" 

found in Ranso, because he esteems Whitman's idealogy of 

Americanism. The following words taken from the essay 

mentioned previously indicate Magdaleno's sincere admiration 

for the American writer: 

No haya en su ambito pigmento indigno ni tez 
bastarda ni esp!ritu inferior, sino s6lo un puro aliento 
de gloria, un latir unanime de un tema universal. JQue 1 
ves, Walt Whitman? i Que oyes, Walt Whitman? • • • • 

Perhaps this adoration of Whitman is also closely 

allied to Mart!•s reverence for him, since Magdaleno and 

Mart! . may readily be considered brothers in ideals. 

Since Magdaleno, like other people, realizes that 

peace is not a universal desire in this turbulent world, he 

sees the need for a continental understanding. No one 

American nation will have sufficient military power to defend 

herself against the agressors-to-be, whoever they may be. The 

following paragraph is taken from biographical data f~~nished 

by Magdaleno: 

Fuera de todo ello y como dato personal, le 
dire que pol!ticamente me encuentro insertado en la 
eorriente mexicana que proclama la necesidad de un 
acuerdo continental para la hora de defender nuestra 
eivilizaci6n de la amenaza de los totalitarismos de 
afuera, sean pardos o rojos. 

Mauricio Magdaleno is not the only contemporary 

Mexican writer who expresses such imperative needs during 

this crucial time in history. Vicente Magdaleno, his younger 

1Ibid., "Oda del estio a Walt vVhitm.a.n," p. 95. 
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brother, also believes that the inter-American system must be 

strengthened. The sentence quoted from his collection of 

essays called Perspectivas del Nuevo Mundo illustrates his 

idealogy' 

De aqu{, pues, en conclusion, la urgencia de 
empezar a proceder en America, los hombres de las 
presentes generaciones en la mas vigorosa forma pero 
fieles, tn cualquier eircunstancia, a una fiel 
armon!a. . 

Besides Mauricio Magdaleno's nationalism and 

Americanism, he has some radical ideas concerning democracy. 

He has gained confidence as he has grown older and believes 

that Mexico will continue to be an independent nation in 

spite of the various aggressors. El tapado, a characterin 

Tr6pico, as he walks toward a group of rebels exclaims, 

•r.tviva la revolucionl I Soy de ustedes, amigos l " 2 

Emiliano Zapata, leader of the agrarian revolution, 

gave Mauricio Magdaleno ~s well as many other Mexicans the 

hope for a better Mexico, and it is only natural that this 

subject should be of supreme interest to a leading revolution

ary writer. ~il~ano Z~pata, . of course, is the hero of the 

play of the same name. The dramatist uses Zapata as the 

exponent of his ideas, because he himself is a great moralizer 

on the subject of social injustice. Emiliano Zapata died for 

the agrarian movement, and it is thus that Magdaleno indicates 

that he wishes to support this cause.. Emiliano Zapata, in an 

lvicente Magdaleno, Perspectivas del Nuevo Mundo, 
"Contraprmto y admonici6n," {MEi'xico: Editora Inter-Continental, 
A. C., 1946), p. 69. 

2Mauricio Magdaleno , Tropico, III, P• 271. 



interesting remark, to two of the other characters, makes 

clear his goal: 

Loa ranchitos trabajando en paz las tierras 
eomunes, . los ejidos ••• todos~ sembrando nuestro ma{z ••• 
las COOperativas explotando la cana de los ingenioB .• • • 
el humo de los jacales •• 1e1 tortear de las mujeres ••• 
los hombres contentos ••• 

The following quota tion from the same person is a 

further explanation of the purpose of the revolution, "S{, 
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licenciado. Nuestro ideal ••• tierra y libertad para los 

pueblos indios."2 Zapata believes, as do many other people, 

that the poor Indians should have some land and their freedom. 

The passage that follows ill,ustrates that he feels that it 

will be possible for the poor people to retain this land, 

"Que mientras yo viva, sera'n suyas las tierras, y que 

cuando muera, no conf~en sino en su propia fuerza, y que 

defiendan con las armas en la mano sus ejidos."3 

Emiliano Zapata gives a good description of an 

agrarian general : 

Un general agrarista es un pobre que no tiene 
donde caerse muerto, y que ha renunciado hasta a la 
alegrra de ver a sus hijos. Nosotros somos campesinos 
armados, y nada m~s. Por eso no tenemos haber. Por ~so 
los mismos pueblos nos proveen de lo que necesitamos. 

Although the revolution was fou!ht for a jus:t cause, 

it was extremely destructive in effect. The next exclamatory 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, Teatro revolucionario mexicano, 
Emiliano Zapata , III, PP• 150-51. 

2 
Ibid., P• 150. -

3 
Ibid., P• 162. 

4 Ibid., PP• 136-37. -
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sentence points out what becrume of La Brisa, a small agri

cultural village, " Esto es todo lo que queda la Brisaznl 

The feeling of the poor toward the rich is one of 
. • . 

hate, "lViva GarranzaJ IViva la revolucionJ IMueran los 

ricost"2 This attitude exists, because the people lack 

confidence in many of the government officials. Montana, 

a character in Emiliano Zapata, demonstrates the . people's 

feeling toward the political appointees, "Luego, llegan los 

del Gobierno •••• deshacen todito ••• , truenan a media docena 

y queman el pueblo. Eso es lo que hemos ganado."3 The 

exploitation of the lower classes by the governing class 

explains why many peop~e from the suppressed classes favored 

Carranza during the actual fighting of the revolution. Such 

ideas as "iMueran los ricosJ" prevailed in the minds of the 

people thirty years ago and are still present today. 

The revolution caused a great deal of unhappiness and 

despair; the rich as well as the poor suffered. Death wrecked 

the home life of many families. Many parents lost their chil

dren and many husbands their wives. Magdalen0's works reflect 

the tragic results of the revolution. This passage quoted 

from !1 pinto, one of the characters } b Emiliano Zapata, indi

cates a father's grief: 

To~o tiene remedio, menos la muerte. El jefe 
andarl preocupado, pero yo nunca mls volvere a ver a 

Botas, 
1Ma\Wicio .Magdaleno• 

1937} ' p. 173. 
2 Ibid., p. 108. 

El resplandor (Mexico: Ediciones 

3Mauricio Magdalenol §! teatro revolucionario mexicano, 
Emiliano Zapata, I, p. 103. 
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mis dos muc~achos, colgados de un poste por la gente de 
Blreenas. lEpa , valeJ Vete a acostar, que te hace mal 
de sereno.l 

The exclamation that follows relates the fate of the 

women and children, " iMataron a las nnl.jeres y a los chamacosJ"2 

Magdaleno depicts vividly what the revolution has done. He 

knows that Mexico will suffer from the ef£ects of the revo-

lution for some time to come. The jefe primero is Magdaleno's 

exponent of this idea as is exemplified by the statement, 

"iTodav!a estln llorando nuestras mujeres a los hijos que les 

mataron en su propia cara!"3 

Looking back at Mauricio Magdaleno's childhood, one 

is not surprised that he is in sympathy with the revolution, 

because the environmental factor plays an active part in the 

formation of ideals. The South American magazine, which. has 

been mentioned several times, contains an enlightening passage 

in regard to his early life: 

M.M. naciohacia 1907, en un pueblecillo de 
Zacatecas -- Villa del Refugio, escenario de una de sus 
primeras novelas. La in.t'ancia del escritor mexicano 
transcurri6 en la (1913, 14, 15, 16) borrascosa ciudad 
de Aguascalientes, que fue el nudo .de las andanzas de 
todas las facciones de la Revoluci6n. Magdaleno viv!~, 
as!, una de las plginas de mas recio relieve del moderno 
Mlxico. 

Magdaleno states in his personal letter that events of 

his own life are almost the only thing that has influenced his 

literary works: 

1~., P• 101. 

2Mauricio .Magdaleno; El resplandor, P• 379. 

3Mauricio Magdaleno~ El teatro revoluciona.rio mexicano, 
Emiliano Zapata, II, p. 139. 
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Por supuesto que todo -- casi todo -- lo que puede 
haber influ!do en estos libros, producto es de mi vida. 
Como casi todos los mexicanos de mi generaci6n, me toc6 
una llena de angustias, palpitaciones sociales, borrascas, 
etc. Creo que por lo regional mexicano y por el sentido 
de las cosas y las gentes de mi pa{s se alcanzara lo 
universal de nuestra literatura. 

Heredity influences . th~J;. .part of the author's philosophy 

or l ife that remains untouched by his surroundings. Although 

he happens to be one of the few fortunate educated people in 

Mexico , doubtless he was not born of wealthy parents. In an 

interview which the writer of this thesis had at the Franklin 

Library in Mexico City, August 28, 1946, his brother, Vicente 

Magdaleno said, "Mauricio esta haciendo cosas muy feas para 

gana;r --." [He indicated money with his thumb and index finger;] 

He explained that by cosas muy feas he meant working for the 

motion picture industry of Mexico such as writing screen 

scripts . 

However, Mauricio Magdaleno should be considered an 

artist in this field as much as in anything else that he has 

undertaken, since he is the type of person who always strives 

for the very best in anything that he may choose to do. The 

South American magazine praises him quite highly in regard to 

his work with pictures: 

Reci(n ha iniciado una fecunda incursi6n por el 
cine; de ella nos deja Magdaleno algunas joyas del 
s6ptimo arte mexicano, tales como su "Maria Candelaria," 

"Flor silvestre," ."Las abandonadas," etc . 

Flor silvestre is indeed a masterpiece of its kind. ------
Magdaleno also adapted El intruso and Bugamvillia to the screen. 
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He did not write any books while he worked for the motion 

picture industry, but he resumed his writing in September, 

1946. Magdaleno does not feel that this time was actually a 

loss, as he writes of his literary works. In fact, he con-

siders it rather advantageous: 

No crea que sea de lamentar que haya suspendido 
por una terma parada mi actividad novelrStica. Creo, 
inelusivo, ahora que la reanudo que esa temporal 
ausencia m1a, me fue provechosa. Tuve tiempo de 
criticarme y de hojear despacio muchos planes: i Tantos, 
que hoy me atiende la tarea que me esperal • • • • 

Mauricio Magdaleno is cosmopolitan in culture and 

has such a tremendous scope of interests that it is very 

likely that he profited by this lapse of time between his 

literary activities. Rango more than any other volume 

exemplifies his brilliant mentality and his wide range of 

information and knowledge. In this book he not only mentions 

numerous writ~rs but also many politicians and musicians. He 

is acquainted with the works of many European musicians, "Ni 

Beethoven, ni Frank, ni Nietzsche, ni Dostoyewsky, mandaron 

en su sendo minuto de tierra y antes pasaron por este mundo 

arrastrando, vida siniestra de parias."1 

Magdaleno is interested in Europe for another reason 

besides her culture; he relates Jose Marti to Europe -

especially Spain. Jose Mart! did not like Spain, because 

Cuba was involved in a bloody struggle to obtain her inde-

pendence from that country. Mauricio·Magdaleno uses the 

lMauricio Magdaleno; Rango, "Las alas de la mtfsica," 
p. 211. 
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next selection from Mart{ in "Grilletes," one of the essays 

in Fulgor de Mart!. These words illustrate Jose Marti's 

hatred for Spain: 

--Espana: te odio. Tienes entrana cruel como 
esta caliza en que asesinas al inocente. Si pronuncio 
tu nombre, se me llena la boca de un sabor de aangre. 
tQue tremenda servi~ia de fieras has fraguado en cada 
uno de tus hijos? ITienes o{dos y no oyes, y tienes 
ojos y no vas, y hasta tu viejo , coraz6n haxafioso se te 
ha quedado mudo e insensiblel lAy de ti, alma reseca 
porque estas lagrimas de Cuba te pesarlfn, te pesaranl1 

In addition to relating Mart! to Spain, Magdaleno 

takes the sentences quoted below from Miguel de Unamuno, a 

great modern Spanish essayist, "Esto es una miseria, una 

completa miseria. A nadia le importa nada de nada. "2 These 

words are under the title "Espana en sombras, 11 an essay 

included in Fulgor ~Mart!. This article portrays Cuba's 

fight for her independence from Spain. Cuba's plight can 

easily be summed up in this quotation. These phrases give 

the atmosphere of the torture that Spain has caused Cuba 

without being the least concerned for the suffering that 

has been brought about. 

All of the above mentioned traits df Magdaleno's 

works are interesting, but perhaps the most striking charac

teristic of his personality as portrayed in his writings is 

his love of nature. He gives nature. a very conspicuous 

lMauricio Magdaleno, Fulgor de Marti, "Grilletes," 
p. 47. 

2 
~·, "Espana en sombras," p. 53. 
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place in all of his literature, and he makes his descriptions, 

which appeal to the senses of the readers, serve as intro

ductions, conclusions, and backgrounds. In many instances 

the descriptive passages give the atmosphere of his novels 

or forecast what will happen next. Magdaleno relates his 

descriptions to his aims in writing. His goals are to give 

moral lessons and instruction to his readers, to develop a 

feeling of nationalism and Americanism in his country, and 

to advance the cause of social equality. His didactic works 

strive to carry out the first two objectives, and his novels 

treat the great problem of social inequality, which in 

Mauricio Magdaleno's works include class discrimination and 

equality of the sexes. This phase will be more fully de

veloped in later chapters. 



CHAPTER II 

CUSTOMS OF MEXICO 

The outstanding values o~ Mauricio Magdaleno's novels 

are the realistic pictures of the customs of Mexico and the 

encouragement of social reform. Magdaleno as a writer of 

fict ion considers moral philosophy more important than such 

novelistic traits as plot development. The customs as 

presented in his stories make very interesting reading, be

cause they have an important role in the development of Plot. 

These incidents help represent the characters as lifelike 

men and women who react in the way that the reader expects 

them to in such an environment and under such circumstances. 

Magdaleno feels that Mexico has clung too closely to outmoded 

customB and traditions and has failed to educate the masses. 

He hopes that the establishment of more schools and the edu

cation of the common people will improve conditions by en

abling the average Mexican to maintain a higher standard of 

living. Magdaleno exposes the evils that exist in Mexican 

society, because he believes that their exposure may lead 

to a solution. 

A very interesting development is in connection with 

religion, because it plays sueh an important role in the lives 

of the characters. · In El r~splandor Magdaleno points out the 

23 
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religious nature of the Indians by calling attention to their 

custom of remembering the dead three times a year, that is, 

on the saint's day of the village, on the birthday of the 

deceased, and on All Souls' Day. The people visit the ceme

tery in the morning and in the afternoon on these three days. 

They place meat, chile, tortillas, and ~ulque on the graves, 

because they believe that the souls of the dead will come at 

night to eat and drink and speak to the bewitched and the old. 

Thus the poor families put out their food to be devoured by 

some savage animal instead of giving it to their under

nourished children. This placing of food on the graves 

demonstrates the superstitions of the Indians. 

Since Mexico is a Catholic country, many masses are 

said for the souls of the departed • . They are said for the 

soul of <don Alberto, one of the characters in !!_ resplandor. 

Some feel that the money spent for these religious services 

by the wealthy would be more wisely used if it were given to 

charity to help the development of a stronger race, or invested 

in the establishment of more schools to aid the people in over

coming their euperstitions. The following quotation is a good 

description: 

Las esquilas de toda l~s parroquias -- desde 
San Juan Nepomuceno y San Andres de la Cal y San Felipe 
Tepetate hasta La Estancia, Sitio, Santiago y Yqlotepec 
-- doblaron cuatro veces en cuatro d!as, y se dijeron 

/ 
misas por los sufragios del anima de don Alberto por 
trea semanas consecutivas . • • ·• .1 

lrbid., p. 89 . 
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The death of dona Carmen, another character in El 

resplandor, exhibits the same custom, "Muchas misas por los 

sufragios del alma de dona Carmelita. 111 

A reli ious practice mentioned in the same novel, but 

which has no relation to the dead, is that of the girls' be

coming nuns. Even the daughters of many of the wealthy fami

lies enter convents, and in the same book the Fuentes daughters 

of several generations bave become nuns: 

Las hijas de los Fuentes significaban un regular 
ingreso para el clero extranjero, en virtud de que siempre 
hab!a dos o tres que profesaban en Espana o Francia, 
renunciando al mundo y entregando a los conventos crecidas 
y suculentes dotes. S6lo don Alberto no permiti6 jamas 
que Carmen.o Eugenia trocasen sus trajes mundanos y 
juveniles por los tocados funerarios del monj!o. • • • 

Magdaleno knows that costumes appeal to the Mexicans 

as much as their religion. The costume of the charro, which 

2 
• 

is typically cowboy, represents the national costume of Mexico. 

This type of dress seems so indispensable to the Indians of the 

villages ~n ~ resplandor that they expect the governor to dress 

in this manner also. Bonifacio, one of the characters, tells 

his people that the governors wear charro clothes made of 

fine leather with golden buttons and fur felt hats ornamented 

with gold and silver. When the governor descends from his car, 

the Indians are amazed, because he does not wear fine leather 

or ornaments of gold and silver, but a light suit. 

1 
~., P• 98. 

2 
Ibid., P• 88. 
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Some of the men try to be neat in appearance, a fact 

which is illustrated by their wearing the collars of their 

shirts well starched as demonstrated by this phrase, "y su 

cuella bien almidonado y su corbata de un rozagante guinda."1 

However, the men orten dress in shirt sleeves ror comrort, and 

Juan Ignacio wears shirt sleeves, "y estaba en mangas de 

camisa."2 

Another custom of dress which indicates that the men 

sometimes dress for comfort is that or wearing dressing gowns 

at home, and they even receive callers of their own sex when 

so dressed as "Pedro Henr(quez recibio a Juan Ignacio Ugarte 

enfundado en una amarilla quimona de seda."3 

Dress plays a more important part in society than 

one may think after reading the information found above, 

because the Indians dress very differently from the aristo

crats. They use clothing which can endure a great deal of 

hard wear, because the Mexican laboring class cannot arford 

to buy many clothes. The Indians who tap the mague~ wear 

pink shirts and coarse white muslin trousers, "y detonaban 

el blanco mugroso de los calzones y el rosa de la manta de 

las camisas. "4 

Perhaps the most important article of the wearing 

apparel of the Indian is his sarape which he uses in many 

ways. One use is seen here, "Empezaba a llover y todo el 

1941), 
lMauricio Magdaleno; 

P• 281. 
2 rbid., P• 164. 
3Ib1d., p. 278. 

4Mauricio Magdaleno, 

Sonata (Me"xico: Edicaones Botas, 

El resplandor, p . 103. - --._-;:,.---
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mundo trepo a los transportes, abrigandose con los jorongos 

y los sombreros piramidales."l The poor people have to make 

one piece of clothing serve many purposes, because they cannot 

afford to purchase a large number. Most of them live in 

chozos and do not have room for anything except the bare 

necessities of life. 

Because of their poverty the women do not have enough 

clothes to keep them warm during the cold weather. Some 

children do not have shoes or coats to keep them warm. Women 

who have to suffer from the hardships of nature cannot produce 

strong healthy offspring; children who undergo pains caused by 

the cold will not become physically and mentally fit citizens 

who can compete against other peoples of the universe. The 

following passage gives a vivid description of the women and 

children on a cold day: 

• . . • 1 las mujeres se embozaron en los robozos. 
Los pies de loa chiquilloa estaban morados y los trapos, 
deshilachados en harpos, mostraban en boquetes el cuero 
de la barr~a y de la espalda, renegrido y cuajado de 
puntitos lividos por la accion del fr!o.2 

The priests are another social group whi ch cannot 

afford to dress in a fitting manner. They must wear their 

suits from year to year, or until they are completely worn 

out . The description of the clothes of the priest of San 

Andr€s de la Cal is typical, "Maculas cafes requitan 

pantal~n y chaqueta, en otro tiempo negros y ahara grises, 

1 Ibid., p. 257. 

2rbid., p. 333. 
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luidos y relumbrosos."1 There is a strong contrast between 

the ornate and elaborate churches and the inadequate clothing 

of the priests. 

Class distinction in dress is portrayed in Magdaleno's 

works among the women as well as among the men, because the 

wealthy families spend a great deal of money ror a girl's 

trousseau, while the poor people do not have enough clothes 

to keep them warm. A small fortune is spent on the wedding 

clothes of Adela, one of the characters of Campo Celis, as 

is explained in the passage, "Sblo en ropa gasto una 
• 2 

rortuni ta. " 

Magdaleno describes the clothes of his characters 

in order to compl.ete his character sketches, because person-

allty as well as social position can be detected very easily 

by the manner of dress in Mexico. In the beginning of Campo 

Celis the Quiroga family is wealthy, but later in the story --
Bernardo Celis, formerly a peasant, becomes the owner of their 

randh. Bernardo, who is having a feast at his ranch, has 

invited the Quiroga family, and he decides to ask Adela to 

marry him. The Quirogas have never liked Bernardo, because 

he has been of a lower social class, but the daughter consents 

to marry him in order to regain the family fortune. Magdaleno 

describes the members of the quiroga family . and refers 

lrbid., P· 12. 

2Mauricio. Magdaleno; Campo Celis (M~xico: Ediciones 
" h'IAM", 1935) , p. 202. 
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extent of wearing black hose : 
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• • • • desde la viuda desdenosa otrora y que por 
primera vez salfa en traje de color, y los dos coyotes, 
bien emperifollados, hasta Adela, vestida toda de azul 
p~lido y con los brazos envuelt~s en un primor de 
mangas abullonadas. " • • • • 

The women of Mexico like to wear black, which they 

wear more than otper colors, especially to church. Magdaleno 

gives us this description of the dress of Sara, a character 

in Sonata: 

El traje negro de sat{n le dibu jaba la lfnea 
de los musculos y las piernas, y el arranque del 
pecho opulento luc~an una joya y una magnolia blanca 
sabre el moreno de~ cutis y el tenebroso brillo 'del 
traje. • • • • 

Large earrings also appeal to some Mexic an women. of 

the lower class because of their desire for gawdy 

things both in size and color. Lorenza, one of the charac

ters in El resplandor, wears her best clothes and big purple 

earrings, because she knows that she is going to see 

Saturnine. Saturnine, a married man, considers her an easy 

prize and dishonors her. The sentence that follows describes 

Lorenza's dress and earrings: "Saturnine advirtio que se 

hab{a puesto su ropa mejorcita y unos aretes de vidrio morado, 

que le retozaban en los carri1lre prominentes. tt3 

libid., p. 189. 

2~J!auricio 111[agda1eno , Sonata, .p. 86. 

3Mauric1o.Magda1eno,!! resplandor, p. 191. 
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Some of the women take good care of their hair by 

brushing it, but they mar their tidiness by wearing too much 

make-up, or make-up which is too bright. In this respect the 

longing for gay colors is carried to an undesirable extreme, 

but some of the Mexican women crave a little brightness about 

their person after having worn almost nothing except black for 

generations. A good description is that of Lola, a woman 

found in Sonata: 

• • • • vestida con un traje de lin6n verde y 
largas cuchillas de seda cafe, con la melena airosa 
y bien acicalada y un horrando adefecio de car.m!n ~e 
sangre llameandole en mejillas y boca. • • • • 

Some of the women wear their hair long and are very 

proud of it. A concise description of a woman with long hair 

is, "Una mujer de car a arrugada y trenzas negr:(s imas. n2 

Magdaleno pictures many men and women, among the 

masses, who are n~gligent of their appearance. The men wear 

mustaches, which they do not keep neat or well trimmed. The 

lines that follow indicate how careless the men are about 

their appearance, "ra!dos bigotes de gufas hirsutas, 

pelambres lustrosas e ind6ciles como la flor del cactaceo 
/ 3 

que adorna con adorno angustioso el paramo... These poorly 

cared for mustaches often ruin the appearance of a man, 

and the same is sometimes true of his hair. 

1 Mauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, p. 384. 

2Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, p. 17. 

3Ibid. 
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Another factor equally as important as religious 

customs and the style of dress in Magdaleno's novels is daily 

living, which serves as the background in Campo Celis . Many 

of the poor people of Mexico are uneducated. Bernardo Celis' 

father, who was a peasant, left him a debt of twenty-five pesos 

owed to the landlord. Poverty is largely responsible for the 

high percentage of illiteracy that exists in Mexico. The 

following passage explains Bernardo's lack of education: 

A los siete anos justos, hulrfano de padre y 
madre, fue arrancado de la escuela, donde mal aprendio 
a leer, a escribir y las cuatro reglas de la aritmetica, 
por la urgencia inmediata de comer. El difunto Bernardo, 1 
que jamAs logro salir de su condicio~ de peon, • • • 

The poor people are interested only in the daily 

realities of life. They do not have time or opportunity for 

pleasure. Joaquina, Bernardo Celis' wife, suggests that 

they go to the fair at San Marcos, but he replies, "No puedo 
2 dejar a mis animales." The preceding quotation alludes to 

the fact that these animals make their living. It also 

demonstrates that among .these classes in Mexico "los hombres 

mandan en su casa." The women are only figure-heads in their 

own homes and must carry out the wishes of their husbands. 

• 

The practice of going to market with baskets on their 

heads is typically Mexican, and one notes that the women perform 

their duties regardless of the weather. The following sents.nce 

l:a~auricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, P• 5. 

2rbid., P• 12. 
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is a good example, "Hac!a tr!o y grupos de mujeres con grandes 

eanastos a la cabeza corri'"an al mercado. ul 

~~ing tortillas in the home is another custom, which 

points out the work done by the women of the poor class, 

"Tortear de las mujeres, chillidos de los chicos y de 

marranos, el chirriar de una noria, el ulular de los canes, 

el rebuzno de los burros."2 In this way they are quite 

different from the overwhelming majority of modern American 

women who seldom bake bread. 

The selections and comments made above represent the 

daily living of the lower classes, while the social life of 

the upper cla~ses is quite different. Feasts occupy a great 

deal of the time of the wealthy people, while the poor barely 

have enough to live on and seldom have any amusement. In 

Sonata the Henr~quez family frequently prepares great feasts 

and their halls are filled with people of the most distinguished 

social, literary, and artistic accomplishments. After supper 

they chat and sometimes dance until dawn. The passage quoted 

below tells of such activities: 

Frecuentemente los Henr{quez preparaban grandes 
/. fiestas y congregabanse en los salones del pa1acete 

nutridos contingentes de damas y caballeros de la mas 
distinguida social y literatos, artistas y tipos 
excepcionalmente pintorescos. • • • .3 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, Concha Breton (Mexico: Ediciones 
Botas, 1935), p. 21. 

2Mauricio Magdaleno,!! resplandor, pp.28-29. 

3Mauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, p. 281. 
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Tn Campo Celis we found another interesting feast, 

which takes place on the day that the priest baptizes Abigail, 

the child of a wealthy family: 

La nina Abigail, hija de una de las principales 
familias de Villa RefUgio, refulg!a de belleza y de lujo, 
la manana en que el cura puso en sus manos las arras y 
el agua bendita. Hubo una fiesta tan grande en El Campo, 
que hasta los rancheros de Jalpa y Juchipila juraban qu.e 
nunca se di6 otra igual. Todas las mnsicas de los 
canones estuvieron presentes y apenas al amanecer comen
zaron a despedirse los invitados. Casi al mismo tiempo, 
con una insignificante diferencia de cinco d! as, nacieron 
Bernardo y Santitos. Pero el primero hubo de contentarse 
con recibir oscuramente el bautismo, y el hijo de los 
propietarios fue pretexto para nueva fiesta, baile toda 
la noche, tras la comelitona, y "bolos" de reluc ientes 
nfqueles . 1 

These two illustrations of feasts found in Sonata and 

Campo Celis indicate that Magdaleno knows how the upper classes 

amuse themselves. The upper classes celebrate all day and all 

night when they have a feast, While the poor people have few 

diversions. 

A social custom of special interest in Mexico is that 

of having a serenade on one ' s birthday. If a man is interested 

in a girl he hires some musicians and goes with them to the 

girl .'s home on the eve of her birthday. The musicians play 

Las maninitas and other songs, and the girl knows immediately - __ ...-._.;.;.___;.;...;_ 

that the man is paying court to her. In Campo Celis, on the 

eve of Adela's birthday, the violin teacher and his five 

companions come to meet Bernardo Celis. There is not a sign 

1Mauricio Magdaleno; Campo Oelis, P• 7. 
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of life in the village. They go to Adela's house and play 

Las mananita s. When the music ends, Bernardo notices that one 

window opens a little. After that the musicians play a very 

romantic song, and Bernardo repeats the verses in a long 

drawn out voice. Adela opens the window and says good morning. 

Bernardo hardly has time to answer, when she utters a cry of 

terror and closes the window violently. Adela's closing the 

window illustrates that she is disappointed to see Bernardo, 

because she expects to see Ramon, the young man whom she 

considers her lover. Bernardo is a peasant, who has become 

the owner of the ranch, which formerly belonged to Adela's 

father. Bernardo feels humble, and Adela thinks of him as 

belonging to the lower class, because the caste system has 

inflicted a feeling of shame upon the lower classes. Adela's 

father tells Bernardo, " -· - ·i Sab:!'a que eras capaz de to do, 

basta de vender el coraz6n de tu rr~dre: pero JCuando me 

supuse que te dar!"a por tratar de comprar ami l$.ijal"1 

Mexican parents have much more command and influence in this 

respect than American parents; this incident illustrates the 

fact that if a girl's parents do not approve of her marrying 

a man, she is not permitted to do so. 

A social custom also worthy of mention is that of the 

Indians' putting out their food for the soldiers. In El 

resplandor when the soldiers come, the Indians put out the 

1 Ibid., P• 142. 
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tortillas and EUlque, because they have learned that some or 

the government orficials of Mexico are unscrupulous individuals, 

whose one desire is to use the jurisdiction that they have in 

imposing an injustice upon someone else. This is evident from 

the rollowing: 

Los indios ya sab~an que hab{a que sacar las 
tortillas y el pulque, porque de otro modo la torpilla 
sa los robaba y quien sabe si el jefe politico basta se 

.; 
aprovechara de la ocasion para :rengar una ojeriza y 
mandar a tres o eua tro de leva .l· 

The poor Indians barely have enough for themselves, 

and the:p. they have to give the little they have to the soldiers, 

in order to keep it from being taken. Magdaleno indicates that 

he reels that the jefe pol(tico and the soldiers take advantage 

of the poor Indians, and he points out that thase who have 

authority in Mexico do not have any respect for those under 

their supervision. He intimates the same thing concerning 

the men ' s attitude toward women. He believes that although 

the women may be very kind to the men, some of the men do 

not have any respect £or women. Magdaleno considers this 

one of the social proble~ of Mexico. He believes that the 

only solution is education of the masses, because it will give 

the Mexican people a higher standard of living, and thus will 

enable jhe men to marry and support their families. They will 

learn to respect their wives and women in general, and women 

will learn to demand social equality. 

l¥auricio MagdalenO·i !!.~ resplandor, p~ 50. 
- . n_ea 
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Concha in Concha Breton is a good example or a woman 

disgraced, because Godofredo cannot affo~d to marry Margarita 

Cue, the girl he loves. Concha reruses to leave Godofredo 

after he dishonors her, but she is very humble as women in 

such cases orten are, . "Sin embargo, de nada valieron las 

indirectivas y las protestas~ Concha no se iba."1 Although 

Godofredo does not speak to Concha or give her money, she 

cooks his meals and performs the household tasks. Even 

though they are not legally married, these women perrorm the 

domestic duties for the men even when they do not give them 

any financial support. 

After ten days the problem becomes serious, because 

Godqfredo eannot bring his friends to his house. He wants 

them to think of him as an honorable and respected citizen 

instead of as one who brings disgrace to women. He talks to 

Concha ror two hours to get her to leave and promises to help 

her find a place to stay, but when she cries, he reels sorry 

for her "le entregopor primera vez dinero."2 

Concha is the servant who performs all of the house

hold tasks for Godofredo. Women such as she do not allow 

the ract of dishonor to interfere with their domestic duties 

as the rollowing passage indicates: 

lMauricio Magdaleno\ Concha Brat~, p. 18. 

2Jbid., P• 19. 
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Hac{a de criada, lavaba los pisos, los cristales 
de los balcones, le planchaba meticulosamente sus dos 
trajes, le recosfa con una pulcritud de experta las 1 
camisas y la ropa interior, le lavaba la ropa. • • • • 

These women esteem the men regardless of the treatment 

they may receive. When Concha is as usual waiting for 

Godofredo with their child in her arms, he wants to know why 

she has not gone to bed. She replies, "No tengo sueno. Y 

/ 2 ademas, me gusta esperarte." Tradition has taught the 

Mexican women to love, honor, and respect the men in spite 

of their conduct. When Godofredo asks her if she wants to 

know about Lola, she tells him that he is the only one that 

matters to her. He then answers that they are going to take 

their child to be regis tared the next day. In some, eases the 

men finally decide to declare as their own their illegitimate 

children and to marry the wome.n they have disgraced. 

If Godofredo had earned money enough to marry, he 

would have married the girl he loved. He would have honored 

her, and she would have respected him, and as a result no 

girl would have been made unhappy by being left with a stained 

reputation. Magdaleno does not hesitate to expose the evils 

that exist in Mexican soeiety, because he hopes that the 

exposition of these evils may help bring about a solution. 

Another distinctly Mexican custom unlike any mentioned 

previously is the cockfighta. The Mexican people find them very 

exciting, and in!! resplandor ~ M~lquiades' interest in 

1 Ibid., p. 19. 

2Ibid., p. 132. 
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eock~ights represents the Mexican people's interest in this 

type o~ amusement, "Las tapadas de gallos excitaron los 

animos y don Melquiades apost6 cincuenta pesos por un giro 

de San Juan Nepomuceno que pele6" contra otro de Ix.miquilpan~rl 

Although this quotation portrays the people o~ Mexico 

as somewhat cruel, because they enjoy watching animals ~ight; 

their sympathy is indicated by their consideration o~ the 

sick. The Indians isolate a person in case of illness but 

still are kind to him. In El resplandor Lugarda gives 
I 

Carmen an herb brew t o drink and places him in a hut alone, 

ties him, and shuts him in. The ~ollowing words illuatrate 

"" Lugarda's kindness, "y ella misma le aplieo dos sinapismos 

y le hizo ingerir unos brebajes de yerbas del monte."2 After 

that she starts a mound of' copal burning at the door. 

A trait which further demonstrates the characteristic 

of kindness in the Mexican people is that of' remembering the 

poor and unfortunate, by brying to make them happy. In 

Sonata the convalescents are eoming to the hospital and 

leaving it. The halls are decorated with branches of' cypress, 

and a tree is decorated with colored lights and a profusion 

of small packages of' candy. In the city there are fireworks 

and popular songs. On Christmas night the poor people 

receive gifts such as candy, winter clothing, cigarettes, 

!Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, p. 167. 

2Ibid., p. 188. - . 
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books, and insignificant trinkets, wrapped in special paper 

and silk bows. Here we note a vivid description of Christmas: 

Los mls pobres reeib{an, esta noche, aquinaldos 
y obsequies de sus familias: dulces, ropa para el 
invierno, cigarillos, libros y chucher{as insignifi
cantes enfundadas en un papal especial anudado con 
lazos de seda. • • • .1 

The Mexica.Jn. custom of distributing gifts to the poor 

at Christmas, as described here, is very similar to that of 

the United States. 

Magdaleno presents excellent examples of the customs 

of Mexico in his novels, and these give a realistic touch or 

make the characters appear lifelike. They react in the way 

that the reader expects them to in such a nation as Mexico. 

Magdaleno feels that Mexico has clung to her cus t oms and 

tradition too long, and that she should attempt t o educate 

all of her people, for only in this way can they expect to 

enjoy a higher standard of living. 

The study of the customs of Mexico, as seen in 

Magdaleno's novels, is closely linked with the presentation 

of social and political problems, since some of the customs 

help create social and political difficulties. He not only 

exposes all of the evils that exist in Mexican society, but 

offers some suggestions that may aid Mexico in becoming a 

better country in which to live. As previously stated, his 

purpose is to get his readers to see his point of view rather 

than to amuse them •. 

lMaurieio Magdaleno, Sonata, PP• 151-52. 



CHAPTER III 

SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

Mauricio Magdaleno realizes that some of the important 

social problems exist~ng in Mexico are created by custom and 

tradition. Many people in Mexico are illiterate, and most of 

these are Indians, who do not attend school, because the 

schools are a long distance from their homes. As a result, 

many people are too ignorant to earn a living. This prevents 

the men from marrying, and, therefore, many of the women live 

~ shame, thus lowering the morals of the people. Another 

very vital problem is the lack of money brought about by a 

lack of knowledge and the poor land on which some of the 

people attempt to live. Magdaleno believes that if the people 

are better educated they either will not live on land that 

does not produce enough food for animals to survive, or they 

will learn to improve such land. Another effect of their 

poverty is the fact that a birth is not considered of any 

consequence by the underprivileged classed in Mexico, because 

the undernourished children are easy victims of disease. These 

mothers do not take care of themselves after giving birth to a 

child, and such parents cannot reproduce strong healthy children. 

Magdaleno is hoping and working for re:f,orms in Mexican society 

because he wants Mexico to become a better and more modern 

country. 

40 
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He expresses his views on social problems in various 

ways in his works or fiction. Herrera, the main character 

in!! resplandor, is the exponent of Magdaleno's ideas. The 

Congress of the state meets, and Esparza, in speaking for 
/ ; .~ !! Comite de 1! Confederacion Pol~tica de Hidalgo ~ ~ 

Andres de ];! Cal, recommends that Saturnino be elected govern

or. Murmurs of approval are heard. The records or the various 

communities are read, and the Indians are the only ones who do 

not act bored. The judge asks all those who are present t o 

sign these records. Those f rom San Andres de la Cal are first. 

General Esparza explains to Saturnine that the Tlacuaches 

Indians from San Andr6's de la Cal cannot write. ~ Herrera 

solves this conflict quickly, "Pas en por aca muchachos, y 

lchenle una crucecita al papel del licenciado. 111 

Many people have never considered the building of 

schools, because they feel that they cannot afford to send 

their children to school, as everyone is needed to help earn 

a living. In El resplandor. Joaqu~n Rodriquez, the teacher, 

asks don Melquiades Esparza, the trustee, where the school is. 

He replies, "t Eh? No hay todav!a un local. t Tengo quince dfas 

al frente de La Brisa, hombrel La empezaremos a construir."2 

The people fail to realize that without school buildings the 

teachers cannot give adequate instruction. 

lMauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, p. 206. 

2 Ibid., P• 403. 
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When don Melquiades mentions the establishment of a 

school, he finds a great deal of opposition. Some eople have 

developed a mistrust for those who bring the schools, because 

they represent the class that has oppressed them. They feel 

that educating their boys and girls will mean losing them. 

They even fear that the souls of their children will be 

changed, and the children will be taught to hate their 

parents. Magdaleno express:es it in this manner: "Les 

cambiarln el alma y les ensenara'n a odiarnos."1 

Many people do not want their children to attend 

school for one reason or another, because the unscrupulous 

educated governing class has caused them to dread education 

but has not taught them that education is essential. Rodr{guez 

asks Benito, one of the children, "l No quieres ir a la escuela, 

Benito?"2 Benito responds that he does not. After further 

questioning by Rodr!guez, Benito explains that Lugarda does not 

want him to attend school, because Saturnine, the governor, has 

sent the teacher. The people have lost their confidence in the 

governor, so t hey mistrust anyone that he has appointed. 

Even after a school is opened in some parts of Mexicq, 

the people do not send their children, because as don Melquiades 

expresses it, the people are dominated by their stomachs. They 

are so poverty-stricken and undernourished that education seems 

insignificant to them. Rodriguez tells the Indians that he is 

libid. , P• 401. 

2 Ibid., p. 404. -
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going to begin school the following day. VIJhen the time ar-

rives, he stands in the door awaiting the Indians, but not a 

single one comes. The following sentence pictures this dull 

day : "No se pararon ni las moscas en el plantel, durante todo 

el d{a. "1 

One day a group of boys attend school, but the follow

ing day a completely different group comes. This means that 

the teacher has to start from the beginning. Besides it is 

impossible for the children to learn anything by attending 

only one day. The passage below illustrates this condition, 

"El grupo de chamacos que consegu!'a meter un d{a a la escuela 

no volv(a al siga.iente, y en su lugar se presentaban otra 

media docena de desconocidos con los que hab!a que empezar 

de nuevo.n2 

The teachers feel the need to encourage the Indians 

to have more confidence in themselves. Some of the Indians 

do not believe anything that the governing class or their 

teachers tell them, and they offer as a reason, "Eso nos 
~ 5 dijeron, y despues m.ataron ami tata ••• n -

The educated people in Mexico understand that the 

lack of schools is a serious handicap. They know that if 

more people are educated some of the difficulties and mis

understandings will disappear. Evidently Magdaleno considers 

ignorance the cause of much evil. The judge says to Herrera, 

libid., p. 403. 

2 ~·, P• 408. 
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"Ese es todo el problema: 
~ I 

jescuelas y mas escuelasl . " {Donde 

entra la luz del pensamiento no existen las sombras de la 

injusticial"l 

The governor also realizes that something has to be 

done about instructing the people. He wants to take some 

boy to Pachuca to educate him, so that he can return to 

govern the village. Although Bonifacio feels that Saturnino 

is being stolen from them, he decides that he is the one to 
• 

go. His attitude is rellealed in these words, " ,~Nos lo roban1 
~ / ,.. ',::JI' 
'Alla le crumbiaran el alma y lo volveran como todos los de 

fueral"2 Magdaleno reveals the evil of ignorance by pointing 

out that the people are so lacking in knowledge that they 

fear education. 

Another phase of the question of education is 

Magdaleno's idea that the government should reform the laws 

or system of appointing teachers. According tog respil.andor 

the rural teachers do not accomplish much, because they are 

moved every few months. No one can teach anything in such a 

short time. Here Magdaleno points out the weaknesses that 

exist in the schools established for the Indians: 

""' . ~ Le gustaba su profesion y la eJerc1a con amorosa 
integridad, doliendose, tan s6lo, de que las constantes 
mudanzas de opinion y aun de programa de la superioridad, 
obligasen al maestro rural _a llevar una ingrat~ existen~ia 
a salto de mata -- tres meses aqu!, un ano alla, otro mas 
adelante -- vicioso sistema que prohib!a una maciza 

libid., P• 206. 

2Ibid., p~ 148. 
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realizacitn de los planes culturales en los ranchos. Se 
le hab~a prometido, al salir de Pachuca, que esta vez se 
le diese la gana, a efecto de que realmente obtuviese una 
cabal identificaci6n con el vecindario otom!. Dentro de 
seis meses, una vez domadas las pr imeras y naturales 
dificultades y- encarrilados los trabajos de la escuela, 
se le enviar~an un companero y dos maestros para que 
tomasen a su cargo el sector femenino. El sitio no era 
precisamente un vergel, pero el Gobierno del Estado, 
teniendo sn cuenta su desinteres y su fervorosa 
abnegacion en la tarea del magisterio rural se hab!a 
en el para ••• Re~a, con una risa sana de adolescente, 
• • • .1 

A difficult problem which is sometimes the result of 

the lack of education is money. Many of the people are so 

uninformed that they can hardly earn a living, while others 

do not know how to take care of what they have. Some fami

lies have very little money ; the men squander the little 

they have, and it is impossible to purchase the necessities 

of life . ~~gdaleno discusses this problem in Campo Celis. 

Santos and Abigail are a married couple with children. 

Santos says that he has to go to Jalpa on business. He stays 

for fifteen days, because he meets some friends, and he and 

these friends decide to give a feast in honor of a companion . 

Santos returns home without a cent as is illustrated by this 

sentence, "Volv{o al campo sin un centavo y quiso que el 

desliz pasa.ra desapercibido." 2 Abigail accuses Santos of 

killing her and asks him how he is going to pay for his drugs. 

She also tells him that she cannot continue to be his servunt 

or to endure the kind of l i fe that he is providing for them; 

when he is robbing ' her children of bread. 

libld. I P• 402. 

2Mauricio · Magdaleno, C8J!1PO Celis, P• 20 • 
. :' 
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An additional cause for so much poverty is that the 

land of the less privileged communities is so barren that the 

people cannot earn a living on it. In~ resplandor 

Magdaleno discusses the land of Mexico . He feels that the 

poor land as well as a lack of education is responsible for 

much suffering and unhappiness. These few lines give a vivid 

description of the land, "Se consegu{a apenas una cecina 

podrida y unas lonjas blancas de v!bora, que resultaban 

suculentes manjares para la necesidad del pueblo, y un mal 

chile como cuero viejo, que nose podf'a tragar ."1 The l and 

does not produce enough for the wild animals, which explains 

why the Indians o.ften have very 1 ttle food, "La tierra no 

da ni para ellos."2 

In the same book Magdaleno indicates that when these 

people are almost at the point of starvation, they receive a 

little aid from the government. The governor turns over to 

Bonifacio half a sack of grain .for each family, and he tells 

the people, "Toda la ayuda que el gobierno les pueda pro

porcionar no tiene sentido si no es duradera~ De modo lo 

que ustedes no hagan por ustedes mismos, nadie lo va a 

hacer."3 This passage explains why the Institutional 

Revolutionary Party used "Major produccion agr!'cola" as one 

o.f its platforms in the presidential campaign of 1946. b~ny 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, P• 142. 

2Ibid., P• 141. 

3Ibid., p. 147. 
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o~ the people realize that the government is unable to give 

adequate assistance bo the ~armers and their ~amilies, and 

that the only way to remedy this deplorable situation is to 

make the land produce enough to permit the people to maintain 

a higher standard o~ living. 

Irrigation will aid in making the arid regions of 

Mexico productive, and Mauricio Magdaleno employs example 

after example in ~ resplandor to emphasize the dryness of 

the soil. One interesting demonstnation is: 
• 
,I Fiebre y locura de los cielos aplastantes que 

no deparan una migaja de vida ••• yermo de cal y pedernal 
••• sed y muerte, hambre y muerte en la tierra de los 
tlacuaches, como dec~an los viejos de antesl Todos los 
jagueyes estaban resecos y la yerba se quemaba. • • • 

Another illustration o~ the arid condition o~ the land 

" , / tt2 is la tierra arida y polvosa de San Andres de la Cal. · An 

equally vivid picture follows: . , 
l Q,uien les mandaba habi tar un :r,.edazo de tierra 

tan terrible, que no da ni para mal comer ••• donde no 
~lueve y q~e por fuerza debe de arrojar a ~us ~jos a~ 
unic0 rincon en que la vida no es ingratal ' • • • • 

l 
• 

Drouth can cause a great deal o~ unnecessary su~~ering, which 

can readily be remedied by i rrigation. The government o~~icials 

have begun to realize this ~act, and .are,there.fore, making 

irrigation one o~ the present day projects. A ~orce~l de

scription of this kind of region is given in the words o~ 

the captain, "Aqu( se mueren de hambre hasta las largartijas, 

libid., PP• 2.4-25. -
2 
~., P• 21. 

3Ibid., P• 30. -
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que segun cuentan, viven de aire.u 
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These barren regions or Mexico make a very lasting 

impression upon anyone passing through them. Such sections 

or the country present many pathetic scenes, as ror example, 

poorly clad adults, nude and anemic children, chozas with rloors 

barely large enough to shelter a couple, and certainly not 

large enough ror a ramily of eight or ten. The rollowing quo

tation represents the typical impression made upon a traveler, 

"Malas tierras, compadre. Yo ni regala.das las querr!'a. "2 

Some of the people realize that the Indians do not 

know how to cultivate properly this unproductive land. These 

people believe that the Indians can learn to work the land, 

so that it will become more productive. Magdaleno quotes 

rrom a Pachuca newspaper to bring out this point: . 
•cuinto major ser~a, para el Estado y para 

nuestra querida patria, que los indios que pueblan 
en lugubre porcentaje nuestro suelo, se ilustrasen 
con las lucas del saber y aprendiesen a trabajar las 
tierrasl • • • .3 

A birth means just one more anemic child, because 

children in this class are easy victims of typhus, smallpox, 

and measles. The coming of a baby in the lives of these 

people is not the extraordinary event that it is in the 

United States; many Mexican couples have large ramilies, as 

they do not practice birth control. Women who do a man's 

work cannot have strong healthy children. The passage below 

1 ~., P• 50. 

2 49. Ibid., P• 

3Ibid., P• 32. -
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shortly after giving birth to a child: "al d{a siguiente 
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del alumbramiento, se echaba sobre los lomos la carga 

habitual de lena y traspon!a el monte en pos de unos centavos 

por cinco arrobas de cal."1 They do not have time to keep 

their children or homes clean, and as a result the whole 

family suffers. Magdaleno realizes that some reforms must 

take place in the homes of these people before they can de-

velop a vigorous race. For that reason, he is speaking to 

the people and endeavoring to render them an intelligent 

service by presenting the facts :frankly and forcefully. 

An equally vital social problem that is mentioned a 

number of times is that some men do not regard the wishes of 

women as important. Magdaleno points out this fact in Concha 
, 

Breton, Sonata, Campo Celis, and El resplandor. In Campo 

Celis Santos tells Abigail, "Entre mis gentes nunca se ha 
2 

acostumbrado a que las mujeres mandan." Woman suffrage, 

which is favored by President Aleman, will aid in elevating 

the position of women. 

Magdaleno demonstrates the same thing in Concha Breton. 

Women like Concha work at home and for others, while the men 

scorn the money they earn. The following quotatiompoints 

out Godofredo's attitude, "Te tolero porque no puedo echarte 

1 Ibid., P• 62. -
2Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, P• 21. 
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a golpes; fpero nada masl 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

'ff•'tMaldi ta harp{a l 
• 
}Ahora me da dinero l nl 

Godofredo is not earning enough money to marry 

Margarita, the girl that he loves. Magdaleno uses his case 

to illustrate the fact that financial inability to marry is 

the root of a great deal of the evil that exists in society, 

"no pod{a pensar seriamente en el matrimonio con cuatro pesos 

veinticinco centavos que ganaba en su puesto de segundo del 

sanor Garc(a, y sin esperanzas fundadas de obtener una 

mejor:!S. m,is o menos prt'xima. n2 

Since many me~ . c~ot afford to marry the girls they 

love, they force their acquaint~ce upon other girls, and 

they do not let them alone until they disgrace them. The 

quotation that follows is a good example. "A ver preciosa, 
• 3 
l Me permite?" Godofredo does not wish to be seen at shows 

or other places with Concha, because he wants to exhibit him

self as the perfect g·entleman in public, while her emotional 
• 

growth is blocked, "t Q.ue puedo ·:ir a exhibirme contigo? Mil 

veces te he repetido que no me es agradable tu compafi.!S.."4 

Magdaleno realizes that in a modern progressive country 

women must be respected, for if women are respected, there 

are no illegitimate children. Although Magdaleno does not 

lMauricio Magdaleno, Concha BretO'n, P• 30. 

2 
Ibid., P• . 1a. 

3 Ibid., P• 11. -
4Thid., P• 29. 
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say so in so many words, he believes as many great men o~ 

today, "The hand that rocks the cradle rules the world." I~ 

a mother is ignorant, she cannot give her child adequate 

training in the home. That Mexico has not advanced as much 

as she might have is partially due to the inequality o~ the 

sexe~ according to Magdaleno. 

Adela, one of the characters in Campo Celis, tells 

Pedrito and her mother, "Voy a ser madre de un hijo de 

Ram~n."1 She has been dishonored by Rambn. Magdaleno i s 

again stressing the ~act that if the people can a~ford to 

marry, when they become a marriageable age, there will be 

very few illegitimate children. 

There are men who deceive women without regret or 

remorse, ~or they consider them to be o~ such a minor social 

position that their honor is of no importance. Juan Ignacio, 

a character in Sonata, tells Lola that he does not love her 

and that she should look for her bread in the street. "Te 

engane' con ilus iones idiotas, y te rue go que me perdones. n2 

He ~vises her to explain to Gary, her former lover, and 

to make up with him, saying that nothing matters to him any 

longer. Many men have this selfish attitude toward women, 

because they regard them as unworthy of any consideration. 

An excellent example o~ a man's sel~ishness and 

deceit is that of Saturnine, when he says to Lorenza, 

lMauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, PP• 174-5. 

2Maurieio Magdaleno, Sonata, P• 398. 
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" - Te espero dentro de un rato en la troje de la hacienda."l 

When Lorenza does not an~wer, he feels confident that he can 

encourage the poor Indian girl to forget her pride if he 
~ 

promises her two new dresses, so he tells her, "fVeras no 

mLs que chulos vestidos, un azul y otro color de rosaJ"2 As 

a further indication of the lack of thoughtfulness on the part 

of Saturnine for Lorenza, Magdaleno writes, "La viO'partir, 

en silencio, desgrenada, toda roja, con su bulto en los brazos 

y se quedo dormido en la dulzura del almiar. n3 

In Panuco 137 Rbmulo tells how a few men feel toward 
~=.;;..;...- , 

women in general, "Y una mujer no es mas que un compromise, 

cuando vive uno entre desalmados."4 Mauricio Madgaleno is 

one of the outstanding moralizers of present day Meocico , 

because he reveals in a very candid style the social evils 

that should be remedied. He hopes that if the people have 

their attention called to wickedness, they will strive to 

reach higher moral standards. As previously stated, 

Mauricio Magdaleno's greatest aim is the moral improvement 

of the reader, while entertainment is secondary. 

Morality has become a widely discussed topic in Mexico, 

and one of the platforms of the presidential campaign of 1946 

of the Institutional Revolutional ~arty was, "Aleman garantiza 

la moralizacio'ri." This is an indication that the members of 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, Bl resplandor, p. 192. 

2Ibid. -
, 4Mauricio I~gdaleno, Teatro revolucionario mexicano, 

Panuco 137, ~I, p-;. . 19. 
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his party know that many of the people are expecting progress 

in this matter. 

An an example of the fact that some of the Indians do 

not respect their women, there are those who do not even value 

the honor of their daughters. Tradition has not helped any 

woman, regardless of her position in the home or her relation 

to the men of the house, because many men have never thought 

of considering the desires of their wives, daughters, or 

sweethearts. Don Gonzalo, one o£ the characters of El - -
resplandor, breaks the beautiful alliance between his 

daughter and~ Garc!a Olivares, because he wants his 

daughter for himself, "ard!'a en seniles ansias de poseer a 

su propia hija."1 His daughter pretends compliance, but one 

day while ~ Gonzalo is away, she flees with~ Garcfa. 

Her father returns sooner than he is expected, follows the 

fug itives, and kills both of them. 

There are Indian men who do not respect women regard-

less of the kindness the latter may show them. Respect is an 

unknown reward in their world, because equality of women does 

not exist. Lugarda and Graciana, two characters in~ resplandor, 

nurse Olegario, because he is wounded, but when he is well, 

Graciana's reward is disgrace. His treatment of her is described 

in these words, "Recul6 la muchacha, a su vez, rumba a los 

portreros, y Olegario la alcanzo y la apret~por los pechos, 

1 ' Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, p. 54. 
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arra"strandola mitad en peso y mitad con su venia al jacal. nl 

The rebels demonstrate this same lack of regard for women, 

"No dejaron los rebeldes a una mujel' como estaba."2 

The same disregard is displayed by some married men, 

for even though a man is married to one woman, he still may 

cause the dishonor of others . Saturnino1 a character in El 

resplandor, is married to the last of the Fuentes, but he 

disgraces Lorenza. Mauricio Magdaleno believes that a man 

should be faithful to his wife in the same manner that he 

expects faithfulness of her. Such men are highly regarded 

by all, even after they have brought lasting disgrace and 

scorn to a woman. Not only do they scorn the women they have 

des erted but their illegitimate children as well. In El 

resplandor Carmen is Lorenza's friend, and he wants to marry 

her, for he knows that Saturnine does not have any good in

tentions . After he has violated her chastity, he will go 

away to Pachuca and live there respected by all. Lorenza will 

have the child that he will not even want to see. The follow-

ing passage depicts the attitude of men in such cases: 

Se hartar{a de facil deleite y la dejar{a barri-
/ ,.,. 

gona, y cuando ya estuviera el muy lejos, alla en su 
palacio de Pachuca, respetado por todos, Lorenza tendrra 
un escuintle que le estar~a provocando, con s6lo verle, 
las ganas de ahogarlo y de irse al monte a aullar de 
desperacion como una bestia.3 

lrbid., p. 129. 

2rbid., P• 130. 

3Ibid., p. 183. -
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Another example of a father who does not love his 

illegitimate child is found in Concha Bret&n; Godofredo does 

not want to have his child's name recorded, and thus admit 

publicly that it is his. The following quotation, points out 

Godofredo's lack of interest in his child, "No hay necesidad. 

Ni tengo tiempo de ocuparme de esas cosas."1 

Social, economic, and political problems are insepa

rable in Mexico. The underprivileged classes suffer a great 

deal, because the infertile land does not permit them to 

maintain a fair standard of living, and the unprincipaled 

government officials try to rob the oppressed Indians of the 

little that they have. The following statement is a good 
~ illustration, "Mas blasfemias para las que se aprovechaban 

"" a los tlachiqueros que deseargaban, a la sazon, el pu~que 

espumescente de los barriles. "2 Even the children realize 

that the governing class attempts to manipulate the people 

so that it may further its own interests, which indicates 

that the government appo i ntees are quite open in their un

scrupulous dealings. The remark that follows is made by 

Hesiquio, a child, "Mi t {a eree que don Saturnine es de veras 

amigo de los indios. ~ Verdad que es purp politico, t!'o?"3 

On some occasions the officials do not stop with 

exploitation of the ignorant masses, but even cause some of 

the people to be murdered: 

. lMauric io Magdaleno, 

2 Mauricio Magdaleno, 

3 Ibid. , p • 288 • 

~ Concha Breton, P• 123. 

El resplandor, P• 47. -
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El juez de acordaba confesaba ser el autor de la 
horrenda muerte de los siete indios que se encontraron en 
el R~o Pintado, hacra dos semanas. El jefe pol!tico, que 
al fin hab~a logrado amasar sus once mil pesotes de 
balanza, a fuerza de ~rrancar a las indiadas un tost6n 
ahora, otro ~ana ••• Jde ..zrano en grano llena la gallina 
el buche, senor amo, benevolo y cristiano don Gonzalo, 1 
reflejo de la gloria de don Profirio en La BrisaJ • • • • 

One of the most significant sentences that Mauricio 

" Magdaleno has written follows, "La Piedra florecera cuando el 

indio deja de sufrir."~ Mexico will be a more prosperous 

nation, when the suppressed Indians have become a free and 

independent people, who have learned to cultivate the soil 

so that it will provide them a good living. The government 

appointees have taken advantage of the lower classes for so 

long and in so many ways that the ignorant people have learned 

to dislike them and even to hate them. In ~ resplandor ~ 

Melquiades tells the people that they are going to have a 

visitor, and some think that it is going to be Saturnine 

Herrera. They make the sign of the cross, because they have 

learned to hate him and to mistrust him. Their feeling toward 

him is evident: "Hicieron la serial de la cruz, como si se 
3 tratase, en verdad, del demonic." 

If Mexico solves her social and political problems, 

she will be a much better country for her people. Magdaleno 

is a ceaseless crusader against those features of his country's 

1 Ibid., P• 96. 

2 55. Ibid.' P• 
3 

Ibid. ' P• 425. 
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problems that he considers vicious. He is probably the 

ablest exponent o~ such a campaign in Mexico. He thinks that 

the first step toward improvement is the establishment of 

enough schools ~or all to have an education. The system o~ 

instruction should provide equalized education for men and 

women, and when that is done, the standard of living will be 

raised. Men will be able to marry , and they will learn to 

respect their wives and women in general. Women will learn 

to demand social e~uality ~rom men and ~eel that they deserve 

it. The number o~ illegitimat e children will be reduced. 

Magdaleno believes that the lack of knowledge is the root o~ 

all evil. 

Another very vital problem, which is the result o~ 

ignorance, is poverty. Magdaleno understands that the in

~ertile land as well as the lack o~ education is responsible 

~or the fact that the people have to endure such a low standard 

of living. The little aid that the people receive when they 

are almost starving amounts to almost nothing. The Mexican 

people are not as strong and healthy as some of the peoples 

of the world, because many of the women o~ the lower classes 

earn a living instead of taking care o~ their children and 

homes. 

Mauricio Magdaleno is, in reality, one of Mexico's 

foremost sociologists. He blames tradition more than the 

individual. Although he is strongly preoccupied with sex, 

he never condemris women but rather allows them a redeeming 



virtue. His literature seeks the moral improvement of the 

reader, for he is one of the foremost champions of liber

ation from social, economic, and political enslavement. 
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For a short time Magdaleno wrote escenarios for the 

motion picture industry, and it was perhaps the study of 

American screen scripts that made him an advocate of the 

emancipation of women. American films are very popular with 

the Mexican people. Even in the modern Mexican films the 

girls are seen meeting boys outside of their homes without 

the presence of a chaperon. 

Otten the Mexican people are not self-critical enough, 

because many of them are idealists. Magdaleno is not one of 

these dreamers, nor is he a traditionalist who believes that 

Mexico can live in the past. Tradition has long outlived its 

purpose, and no one Mexican citizen is more fully aware of 

this than he, because he feels that it is time for Mexico to 

face reality in a contemporary world. Many Mexicans join 

Magdaleno in his unfaltering fight for social equality, as 

they realize that Mexico must pass through this important 

change in order to maintain her position in the Western 

Hemisphere as a prosperous nation. 

Elements of style in Mauricio Magdaleno's works are 

closely related to his discussion of social, political , and 

economic problemB in Mexico . One realizes that his novels 



lack stylistic charm, and yet when one considers the types 

of characters and settings, the elements of style are 

appropriately chosen. This phase of his work will be 

considered more fully in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

STYLE 

Simplicity and clarity are the paramount aim8 of 

1~urieio Magdaleno, because his chief goal is to reach the 

average Mexican who is literate. He devotes more time and 

space to descriptive passages than to dialogue, and the 

characters are portrayed by their self-revealing conver-

sations as well as by Magdaleno's excellent character 

sketches. They converse in a popular idiom that is con

vincingly realistic with torrents of abuse and lamentation. , 

Magdaleno is a master in the art of conversational narration. 

He creates living figures, but such results are subordinate 

to his real intent, because the major interest consists in 

the author's philosophic observations and the photographic 

accuracy with which he makes the reader visualize life in 

Mexico. Interest does not lie in plot and stylistic charm. 

Although Magdaleno is not a voluminous writer, he is a 

writer of wide range in types of characters and in settings. 

Magdaleno's descriptions are so vivid and artistic 

that they appeal to all of the senses of the readers. His 

nature descriptions, which often forecast the succeeding 

incidents of the story, are of special interest. A forceful 
/ 

description of nature is found in Concha Breton. The roosters 
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are announcing dawn, while the cold crumbles the bones and 

makes the hands and feet motionless. In the dense sky ap

pears a milky brilliancy. The silhoue~ of the trees in the 

park is neatly. outlined in the sky, and the light becomes 

rose-colored. Hurried steps announce the labors of the day, 

while in the distance echoes the clamor of a street car. The 

opening or a door is heard, and the light comes into the dining 

room where the dinner of the previous day is in the cold dishes 

on the table. 1 It is an outstanding description of the gradual 

coming of dawn on a very cold morning, because it appeals to 

the senses of hearing, touch, and sight of the reader. The 

reader hears footsteps, a door, and the sound of a street car, 

feels his teeth chatter, and sees the cold unappetizing food 

on the table. It indicates the miserable and unhappy state 

of Concha who is living with Godofredo and expecting to 

become a mother, although she is not married. Godofredo, 

who has been planning how he may murder her, beats her and 

is very unkind to her. The words of this descriptive passage 

are appropriately chosen, for they express a faint ray of 

hope in the future. 

In the paragraph preceding this description Magdaleno 

relates Godofredo's decision that it may be inadvisable to 

kill Concha, because the police may discover her body. The 

sound of the opening of a door seems t o foreshadow Godofredo•s 

return. · This paragraph does not mention anyone's entering the 

lMauricio Magdaleno, Concha ~ret6n, P• 65. 



door, which indicates that Godofredo will come home, but 

Concha and Godofredo's domestic life may not be happy in 
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the fUture. The light beeoming rose-colored means that the 

distant future will become brighter and points out that 

Concha will win Godofredo's love and respect for herself' and 

their child. Magdaleno does not say in any of his works 

whether or not he intends for the descriptive passages to 

play such an important role, but the reader may think of 

them as forecasting the major incidents of the story. 

An equally vigor@us description of dawn is f'ound in 

Sonata . The sun rises behind the pale yellow mountains, and 

the shining water quivers in the opal and gold light . 1 

Although this description is brief, it is vivid of the sky 

and the sun rising behind the mountains. It occurs just be

fore Juan Ignacio Ugarte, one of the characters in Sonata, 

tells Julieta that he does not wish to die. It symbolizes 

his desire to live, because the rising sun evidently is in

dicative of hope, just as the setting sun is symbolic of 

sorrow or the end. 

Another good word picture is the one of twilight, 

used as the conclusion of Campo Celis . Behind the river, in 

the dusk of the sky, the colored lights of the fireworks are 
/ 

flashing. The stars are shining on the night of Asuncion. 

The reader can almost see the evening sky, the stars, and the 

lMauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, P• 370. 
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fireworks. The picture of the end of a day makes an appropri

ate ending for a book. 1 Bernardo, who is of peon parentage, 

has become the owner ~ a ranch. Adela's parents belonged 

to the upper class, but they have lost what they had. In 

Concha Bret6n is found a p0werful description of twilight. 

There is a pretty little window that looks down on a garden 

filled with trees and flowers , and t here is the s t rong 

fragranc e of laurel and heliotrope. The birds are singi ng 

all morning and all afternoon, and the sun, as it rises , 

cas ts changing shadows i n the garden. At dusk the shade of 

the lilac tree is as fllmsy and airy as the wearing apparel 

that Concha is making for senor Combe. This descriptive 

passage is found after Concha begins working for the facto-
2 ry Hormi~a. It appeals to the senses of sight, smell , and 

hearing , and indicates a momentarily happy setting. The sing

ing of the birds creates a cheerful atmosphere. 

A vivid representation of night occurs in Concha 

Bret6n, for Magdaleno portrays the night as one of rain 

having dead hours without sound and without time. These 

words give the atmpsphere of the novel as Godofredo is 

thinking about murdering Concha. Dead hours without sound, 

and timeless, foreshadow death. 3 

1 
Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, p. 261. 

2 
Mauricio Magdaleno, Concha Breton, pp. 84-5. 

3 
~., P• 63. 
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Another good description o£ night is given in Campo 

Celis when Bernardo dreams that he sees Santitos Quiroga 

killing five of his best hogs; a family feud has existed 

between the Quiroga and Celis families for a number of years. 

As the moon clears the sky, the clouds diminish into shreds, 

and the wind shakes the stubble like the step of an animal. 
1 The golden stars twinkle behind the trees o£ Vega. 

An excellent example of Magdaleno's power of de

scription is the passage that he uses to introduce Concha 

t .rl? Bre on: 

Pasada la fuerza del chubasco, que en diez 
minutos convirtio la calla en un impetuoso r!o que 
desahogaba ruidosamente su turbio caudal en las 
alcantarillas de la banqueta, empezaron a brotar 
los transeuntes refugiados en los zaguanes y bajo las 
marquesinas de las tiendas de ropa. En el vestfbulo 
del cine "Alcazar" apretabase una multitud que de vez 
en cuando sal!a a comprobar la disminucion de la tormenta, 
y por el suelo corrfan en canalitos los hilos del ~gua de 
los paraguas, como en un minuscule deshielo. Grupos de 
muchachas que hab!an esperado pacientemente, acababan 
confesando que no ten1an nada que hacer, y se met~an al 
salon, en el que por treinta centavos--grata oscuridad 
inmune al chubasco, olvido de todo y calor animal de 
pUblico compacto--se gozari"a la "superjoya," estreno del 
circuito "con musica de ensueno," "Las Insaciables." 
Enfrente, eran como isletas en medio ostionerias. La 
parroquia husmeaba, a su vez, a trav6s d.e las vidrieras, 
la posibilidad de salir sin empaparse demasiado, y los 
cristales filtraban las caras como en un bruma, a trozos 
que lograban evadirse del caliente vaho humano.2 

The opening paragraph of Concha Breton g ives the back-

ground or atmosphere of the novel, and most of Magdaleno's 

descriptive passages seem to be linked rather closely with 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, pp. 152-53. 
2 . 
Mauricio M~gdaleno, Concha Breton, pp. 9-10. 



the major incidents or his stories. 

In El resplandor some os his descriptions are not 

only closely connected with the episodes of the novel, as 
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previously stated, but they present strong contrasts between 

the prosperous land of La Brisa and the ·~arren and unfriendly 

""' countryside or San Andres de la Cal. A forceful contrast is 

the one of the drouth of San Andres de la Cal and the rainy 

spell of La Brisa: 

Era todo lo que se sab{a en San AndrE!'s de ia 
Cal, todo lo que los viejos pod:t'an contestar: jquien 
sabel Se levantaron, y echaron a andar, rumbo a los 
jacales. Ya era hora de preparar lo concerniente a 
los entierros. Tres gavilanes, en el cielo sin mancha, 
revolteaban en giros despaciosos, festinando el bot~n 
de los muertos, la org!a de la carne podrida. Bacia 
el lado de Actopan--tres horas de camino--detonaban 
cohetes y se dilu!a un apagado repique de c_ampanas. 
Al Sur, hacia El Mexe, el aire se espesaba de azul de 
arrebatadora fiebre. S~lo al Norte-- La Brisa, hUmedas 
sementeras abandonadasl-- se columpiaba~ en relejes 
vellosos unas nubecitas vaporosas, y tronaba el temporal. 
Los hombres y las bestias aspiraban el viento cargado de 
la inminencia del agua. Pronto iba a llover en la antigua 
propiedad de los Fuentes, ya emP,ezaba a deshilacharse la 
llovizna despuc!s de J.a siesta. IFiebre y locura de los 
cielos aplastantes que no deparan una migaja de vida ••• 
yermo de cal y pedernal ••• sed y muerte, hambre y muerte 
en la tierra de los tlacuaches, como decian los ·viejos 
de antesJ Tod0s los jagueyes estaban resecos y la yerba 
se quemaba. til. raa. de los copetes macilentos de los 
mezquites, tres gavilanes rondaban la proximidad de los 
muertos.l . 

Another equally powerful contrast of this barren 

countryside and La Brisa is f~und in El resplandor . The 

Indians are living on a piece of land too poor to produce 

enough food for the people to live, and where it does not 

rain. They kill each other but not for pleasure. Those 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, · El respl andor, PP • 24-25. 
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from San Andres and those from San Felipe are accustomed to 

die from hunger, but they never complain. It is their lot, 

and God must know, for he gives it to them. If there were 

not nearby a blessed and prosperous corner, the two villages 

could live in peace, with their hunger, their pain, and their 

anguish. With La Brisa so near, it is impossible. In La 

Brisa it has been raining for a week. The clouds come down, 

and the rainfall forms puddles that are a pleasure to see:, . 

and the Prieto River rises day after day. San Andres does 

not have a river and produces nothing except lime . In the 

evenings, at dusk, the thick underlip of the animals and the 

noses of the creatures spread out with greediness: with the 

exciting wind comes the ~ragrance and humidity of the Prieto 

River. For centuries the people of San Felipe Tepetate and 

San Andres de la Cal have killed each other on account of 

the water. 1 

These two vigorous contrasts given above or La Brisa 

and San Andre's de la Cal represent Magdaleno's ability to 

portray these two distinct regions of Mexico. He gives 

other descriptions of the two villages to impress his 

readers even more. Once he describes La Brisa as it appears 

during the middle of a clear morning. The sun refines the 

air, stained with an intense blue, and shines brilliantly 

upon the open plain. Beside the destruction of San Andres 

1 tb i d • ' p • 30 • 
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and San Felipe, the new green of the groves of La Brisa rise~ 

as a comforting sensation. The distances give the effect of 

a blaze, and the white towers sh~er in the sunlight. The 

bells of Actopan fill the emptiness of the desert with their 

happy tidings. In the distance, turning back to the flowers 

on the hillsides, there are more villages and more ranches --
" 

clouds of very black smoke from the busy home fires and the 

diffused clamor of agrarian life. The birds with beaks like a 

spoon, rise from the hot earth, to chatter on the roofs of the 

barns of the finca and to steal the corn that is to be fed to 

the stock. This selection portrays La Brisa as a prosperous 

region. 1 

Mauricio Magdaleno pictures the barren land of San 

Andres de la Cal equally as well as the groves of La Brisa. 

The introductory paragraph of ~ resplandor indicates the 

barren nature of the locality that is to be the setting of 

the story: 

A las diez de la manana el paramo se ha calcinado 
como un tronco reseco, y arde la tierra en una erosion de 
pedernales, alitre y cal. La tierra estiril, tiron de 
cielos sin una mancha turbia, aonfines sin calina, ambito 
en que la luz se quiebra y finge fogatas en la linde enjuta 
de la distancial Los hombres, resecos, color de arida, se 
apelotonan en la esquina de "El Paso de Venus por el Disco 
del So 1, u don de el sen or cur a espera que Apo lonio Juarez, 
el buchon, acabe de remachar el eje rotc del guayrn que 
habra de llevarlo a Pachuca. Don Melquiades Esparza, 
adipose y amarillo como un mtifieco de alfarerfa, ahuyenta 
oon e·l cotens e las nU,bes de moscas que pululan en un 
zumbido como de combustion de lena verde. Por un memento, 
s6lo se oye el golpetear del martillo de Apolonio Juarez, 

lrbid., p. 413. , 



que no ha conseguido meter el eje del guay!n en las 
ruedas . En el caser!o, las indias viejas asoman de 
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las Covachas, y un nino icterico y chamizo se revuelca 
en la tierra, como un lech6n, tragando a punos el polvo 
perforado por un sinf!n de huellas de guaraches y pies 
descalzados, de prominente dedo gordo y palma escualida, 
invisible casi hasta entroncar con el nudoso talon. 
iTierra marcade. de huellas que no borra el viento, 
ceniza que arde y no quema los pies y cascos que se 
hunden en el horizonte de la se.bana entre bodoques de 
boniga, y el horizonte 1gneo como un resplandor, calvo 
y guero de sol, tierra tetrica, tierra de eras despintadas 
que vomitan el salitre, tierra blanca, fina, enjoyade. de 
la e.guda erosion del pedernal, tierra y ma~ueyal cetrino, 
tierra y cuevas de adobe, tierra y deliriol 

The reader realizes immediately that the novel takes 

place in one of the less privileged communities of Mexico, 

and that consequently the people belong to the lower class. 

It serves as an appropriate introduction to such a book. 

Magdaleno gives other more concise descriptions of this poor 

section from time to time in order to impress the reader. 

In one instance Magdaleno lets the words of the 

captain describe this poor region of Mexico. The captain 

says the.t this part of Mexico is worse than hell. There 

are no bandits . or anything that looks like them, Here even 

the lizards die from hunger, and these, they say, live from 

air. 2 

Also in ~ resplandor is found the description of 

the afternoons in the lime land whose twilight is delayed for two 

hours burning in the air that attempts an illusion of an 

impossible brightness, afternoons without a sound, in which 

lrbid., PP· 11-12. 
2 
Ibid., P• 50. 



beauty is acquired even in the orfensive mud in the black 

water of the drain pipe, hollowed out by the delirium of 

the purple and vermilion skies; afternoons in which the 

air that is heated all day by the sun vibrates, and the 

unutterable and preeminent night unfolds. 1 

In .§! resplandor Mauricio Magdaleno gives a very 

vivid description of this unfortunate part of Mexico that 
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appeals to the senses of touch, sight, and hearing. In tho 

dead hours of the long days of July the people s~rer and are 

tortured. Children with tuberculosis perish, and elderly 

people bend with their stomachs gnawed by tapeworms. To the 

sound of the guitars or the greasy mouth organs, the melan

cholic and monotonous experts sing the old indigenous songs, 

without the inflection of the otom!. 2 Otom(refers to a 

powerful primitive Indian tribe or Mexico. 

Magdaleno gives almost as many descrip tions of daily 

living in the underprivileged community in El resplandor, as 

he does of the land. An interesting po·:vtrayal is the one of 

the use of the jarros: 

Se agolparon las glebas, menesterosas, y los 
jarros circularon de boca en boca, chorreando un hilo 
de baba. Les escurrfa el neutle por las caras cafes, 
iluminando los ojos de rele jes !gneos, y se filtraba, 
como un aguacero de las puas de las jetas y los 
mentones a las camisas. Se lam!an, sacando tamana 
lengua, y las bocazas de socavan, abiertas de oreja 
a oreja, eructaban de voluptuosidad. Desde el capacete 

1 ~., P• 56. 

2 Ibid. 



del auto de Garay se perd{a la vista en un mar de 
cartelones rojos y blancos, del que emerg!an los 
humores de las indiadas, • • • .1 

Mauricio Magdaleno's descriptions of scenes in the 
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city are as forceful as those of the countryside but not as 

pathetic. He describes the homes, the streets, and the parks 

with vividness. A brief word picture of Godofredo's living 

quarters is found in Concha Bret6n. At noon Concha has 

prepared the table from which she has removed Godofredo's 

few books. The novels are in a corner, and on the table 

2 which has never before had a cover is a tablecloth. 

There are also good descriptions of the streets. 

An excellent portrayal of a street scene at dawn is depicted 

in Concha Breton. Godofredo runs into a drunk man who tries 

to take Godofredo with him to see General Calles. It is 

cold, and a group of women with baskets on their heads are 
3 running to market. 

A description of the end of a day in Mexico City 

found in Concha Bret6n is as vivid as the one of dawn. All 

the crowded vehicles pass like over-ripe fruit. At the street 

intersections the deafening noise of traffic is indescribable. 4 

One of the most colorful descriptions in Magdaleno's 

works is a picture of one of the avenues of Chapultepec on 

Sunday; it occurs in Concha Breton. Chapultepec exudes the 

1 rbid., p. 240. 

2Mauricio Magdaleno, Concha Bret6n, p . 17. 

3 Ibid • ' p • 21 • -
4Ibid., P• 73. 
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violent scent of spring . On Sunday many promenaders walk 

through the fores t. Four compact rows of aut omobiles advanc e 

slowly and c eremon i ously. Women with cool dress es and well-

dressed boys are seen. From the table on the terrace of t he 

cafe, the colors of the spectacle appear as ill-matched a s 
1 those of a verbena. 

In the same novel the descr iptive passage of Concha' s 

trip from Mexico City to Monterrey is also good. The trip 

i s described as a feverish dream. Stations, more stations, 

deserts in which no one lives , and after that the city of 

her destination, which she enters as someone entering 

another planet "' 

Magdaleno's descriptions are of varying lengths. A 

very concise des criptive passage is the one of the supper i n 

Concha Breton, "y a las ocho ya estaba en regla la cena , 
2 

barata, limpia y abundante--." With· these three a djectives 

Magdaleno portrays the supper, and ma~es clear the fact that 

Concha and Godofredo belong to the poorer class of people, 

but that they live well for their station in life. 

Mauricio Magdaleno is skillfull in his use of color as 

well as in his portrayal of the city or country. He employs 

color vividly, as when he describes the air as being yellow 

and opaque and as if it veiled a vibrating disk. This de

scriptive passage is found after the recovery of Juan I gnacio 

1 
Ibid. I P• 69. -

2 Ibid. -
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from an illness of three weeks. 1 The reader may think of the 

yellow as representing the brightness of the future now that 

Juan Ignacio is well, and of the opaque as representing the 

dullness or darlmess of the last three weeks. 

Magdaleno should be regarded as a bold realist who 

portrays the various types of characters and settings that 

give us a powerful picture df life in Mexico as it is being 

lived. His descriptions of the characters are as good as 

those of nature. After he describes them or has them des

cribe themselves in sel f-revea1ing conversation, they become 

lifelike men and women. The character sketches inform the 

reader as to what kind of people he is reading about, for 

Magdaleno writes accurately and comprehensively about every 

social class. The character portrayals help the development 

of the plot, since the characters react in the way that the 

reader expects of them under the circ~tances. Women are 

represented as inferior to men in the cases that he chooses 

to present. 

One of the best character descriptions found in 

Magdaleno's novels is that of Bernardo Celis, which occurs 

in Campo Celis . It is used to introduce the book and the 

class of people that the author is considering. It is longer 

than most of the character sketches of the writer. This 

quotation follows: 

lMauricio Magdaleno, Sonata , P • 149 . 
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Cincuenta aios de duro trabajar--del alba todavfa 
S'ih sol, al crepusculo de la noche--de la noehe--sobre 
la tierra del 6ampo, no hab!an rendido las energ{as de 
Bernardo Celis. De duro trabajar, y de trabajar en todo, 
desde de pe6n, barbechando la sementera, en vrspera de 
la primera agua del temporal, hasta caporal y despues 
mediero de la propriedad de don Santos; pero siempre como 
una bestia, sin un dfa para echarse a descansar, ni 
siquiera en las fiestas de guardar. 

A los siete anos justos, huerfano de padre y 
madre, fue arrancado de la escuela, donde mal aprendio 
a leer, a escribir y las cuatro reglas de la aritm€tica, 
por la urgencia inmediata de comer. El difunto Bernardo, 
que jamls logr6 salir de su condicion de peon, no le lego 
otra cosa que una deuda ae veinticinco pesos, que hubo de 
pagar al patron, toston a toston, no obstante que el padre 
de este, alla por los d{as en que era aun mocito, fu6 
salvado de una muerte segura por el jornalero, que lo 
arrebato de la creciente del rro, donde ya se ahogaba, 
en cierta ocasi6n en que pretendio vadearlo a caballo, de 
regreso de una juerga y bien borracho. La bazana del 
viejo, al menos, sirvi6 para que el chico fuese preservado 
del trato que sol{a darse al comdn de los peones.l 

There is an equally good description of the same 

character elsewhere, which points out the changes in him, 

because Don Jorge has come to liquidate his debts. His 

troubles have made him look ten years older. Yes, now he 

does seem old, with his gray and yellow hair falling in big 

tangled locks, and his beard, formerly carefully trimmed, is 

a white and irregular underbrush. His face is covered with 

wrinkles, as a deflated bladder, and his enlarged blood 

vessels are destroying his flesh. His neck shows exhaustion 

in the lax and s ongy falling off of the skin. He seem~s very 

thin and his hands, several days before firm of pulsation, 
. 2 

are trembling as the dry branches of a tree. 

lMauricio . Magdaleno, Campo Celis, pp. 5-6. 

2 Ibid. , P• 249. 
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Magdaleno employs another character sketch of Bernardo 

to indicate that class does not necessarily make people good 

or bad. Bernardo never raises his voice to anyone and never 

gives anyone a motive for complaint; on the contrary, he 

passes over his own engagements as if he were trying to 
1 

serve his masters. 

A description of a contrasting character is that of 

don Santos . Magdaleno includes. this type of person and that 

of Bernardo to give the reader an opportunity to get acquainted 

with two classes of men found in Mexico: 

Don Santos que desde muy temprano apuntdaficion 
por la bebida, las mujeres y el juego, cuando topaba con 
Bernardo--y mediando el antecedente de seis u ocho 
conaques en el est6mago, por supuasto -- poniase tierno, 
recordando el trance de l~s respectivos padres, peony 
proprietario. • • • • 

Magdaleno demonstrates his ability to describe the 

picture of a person as well as the person. He portrays in 

detail the picture of Saturnino mentioned in~ resplandor, 

as he outlines all of his facial features very carefully, 

thus giving an excellent character sketch of Saturnino 

Herrera. The author describes him as a '31trong, energetic, 

and bold individual : 

Por cierto que las seis puas del llamado bigote 
pres:rtaban a a.quellas facciones un aire de viv'a energ!a, 
de dureza y de fuerza, embadurnadas sobre la boca de 
labios gruesos. Los ojos, penetrantes, pequenos e 
incisivos, iluminaban de resolucion a la fotgraf!a, 
y hacfan juegos de luz en el doblg promontorio de los 
p6mulos, cobrizos y apelotonados . 

1 
~., P• 6. 

2Ibid. 

3Mauricio Magdaleno, ~ resplandor, P• 155. 



From the description. quoted above the reader can 

easily visualize the character. Magdaleno uses it to 

illustrate that Saturnine is the type of individual who 

will exploit others. 
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The author ·~ s descriptions of women characters are as 

forceful as those of men. The lines that follow describe 

Julieta Andrade in Sonata and represent the writer's attention 

to details in his sketches: 

Hab!a. en sus abultados pomulos un aire enfermo 
y sus ojos derramaban un fulgor hnmedo. El cuello sf 
que era evidentemente hermoso: un cuello largo y liso 
de atrevidas y escult6ricas inflexiones. Sin embargo 
l pod!a darse nada mas bien grande que regular! car.nosa 
y succionadora como una compresa? • • • • 

One of the b~st character portrayals of a woman made 

by Magdaleno is that of Concha Bret6n in the novel by the 

same name. Concha is described as a hideous and tragic 

fruit with a sour and disagreeable juice as well as a sad 

apple without possible dispute, of a frustrated life.2 The 

words "a hideous and tragic fruit of a frustrated lif'e." point 

out what a miserable wretch she is and will continue to be. 

The phrase "a sad apple without possible dispute" indicates 

that she is not respected. 

A demonstration of Magdaleno •s ability to portray the 

picture of a woman is the description of' Margarita's photo

graph found in Concha Breton. He characterizes her as being 

very beautiful , for he wishes the reader to see why Godofredo 

lMauricio · Magdaleno, Sonata, P• 331. 

2NAuricio Magdaleno, Concha Bret6n, P• 27. 
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loves her instead of Concha.. Tm writer is equally capable 

of delineating beauty or hamliness of a person of high 

morals as well as low. An excellent descriptive passage 

describing Margarita's picture is., "que refulg{a en los 

bellos ojos luminosos, que aparec{an animados de una vida 

intensa. IAh, tan linda! La boca pequena, carhosa, 

incitante, hac!a juego con el r~splandor locuaz de los 

ojos. 111 

The character desc.riptions as well as t he nature 

descriptions of Magdaleno are of high quality. In the case 

of !! respland~ a nature description is used to introduce 

the novel, which makes the characters seem lifelike men and 

women reacting in a manner befitting people of their class. 

Magdaleno goes tnto a great deal of detail in his portrayals 

of character, as he gives many facial and physical features. 

He depicts these characteristics as they are closely tied up 

with the development of the plot. The types of characters 

help the reader to see in advance the outcome of the major 

incidents that make up the plot. He also employs certain 

traits of his characters to aid him in exposing the evils 

that exist in Mexican society. He po1nts out that s ome men 

are cruel and supercilious, while some women feel that they 

must respect the men regardless of the reputation of the 

latter. 

1 
Ibid.' p. 38. 
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An interesting characteristic to be noted in the style 

of Magdaleno's works of fiction is his use of dialogue and 

narration. The dialogue is short and simple, since the charac

ters never say more than a few words to each other at a time. 

These concise conversations are typical of the characters that 

the writer portrays in his works. The classes of people that 

he writes about are not the kind who make long and elegant 

speeches. He does not use dialogue of considerable length, 

for he realizes that it will detract from his works rather 

than add to them. Although the conversations are brief, 

they help :t>o portray the characters. A good illustration 

is that of Godofredo as he talks to Concha, "No seas tonta. 

IrE( a cenar. Espe"rame en casa. nl 

Magdaleno devotes much more time and space to nar

ration than he does to dialogue. Although he has a number 

of characters act as the exponents of his ideas, he evidently 

feels that the narration gives him a greater opportunity to 

present his observations and to express his viewpoints. He 

uses narration as a means to help him to portray the various 

settings as well as to sketch the different types of charac-

ters. 

Dialect found in Mauricio Magdaleno's works adds as 

much realism as his intelligent handling of dialogue and 

narration. He employs diminutives excessively, because the 

libid 73. _., P• 
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Mexican people use them a great deal in their every day speech. 

I~ ito is added to a word, it becomes the diminutive ~orm. 

The letters ito are added many times to proper names to 

express a.ffection or to make the proper name diminutive, 

and people of the lower classes use these diminutives more 

frequently than people of the upper classes. Magdaleno em-

ploys the diminutives of proper nrunes frequently to demon

strate affection, which is customary in many MeKican families. 

More diminutives are found in Campo Celis than in his other 

works. Some of the diminutive forms of proper nouns that 

the author uses to express affection are: 
1 

Lugardita, 
2 3 

Coyotito, and Adelita. He employs diminutives of some 

words to indicate affection such as: pobrecito!viejito,5 

and mamacita. 6 They are used many times to indicate smallness. 

Some examples are: preslta,7 manchitas,8 montoncito, 9 and 

papelito . 10 The writer places some diminutives in his works 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, p. 115. 

2Ibid., P• 304. 
3 Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis , P• 2~2. 
4 
Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, P• 19. 

5 
~., P• 331. 

6 Ibid., p. 255. 

7 Ibid., P• 310. 

8Ibid., P• 22. 

9 Ibid., P• 188. 

1°Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, P• 51. 
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for no reason except to give a touch of realism. A few of 

these follow : limpiecita,1 ahorita,2 and clarito. 3 The word 

patroncito4 illustrates another use of the diminutive form. 

Here the ito form denotes respect rather than affection. -
Magdaleno uses the word hijito5 in Campo Celis to express 

hate. Bernardo Celis calls his son, Bernardo, hijito, after 

he tells him that he knows of his wife, Adela, and his son, 

Bernardo's love for each other. The diminutive of Dios or 

Diosito6 indicates the religious nature of the people and 

their feeling for God as a person near to them. Magdaleno 

employs the word tierritas7 several times in El resplandor 

to accentuate the fact that there is little land for the 

people to make a living on and that it is unproductive, but 

that the people are attached to it in spite of everything. 

The writer uses the word cosechitas8in the same way. Although 

the harvests are very small, they are very dear to the people. 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, El teatro revolucionario mexicano, 
Tropico, I, P• 175. 

2Ibid., Panuco 137, I, II, p. 54. - -
3Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, P• 386. 
4 
Ibid., P• 371. -

5 
~·, P• 124. 

6Ibid., pp. 126, 266, 304, 322. 

7 Ibid. , p • 35 9 • -
8 
Ibid., P• 64. 
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He employs casita to point out that the people love their 

homes no matter how small they are. Perhaps one of the most 

interesting diminutives is indita.1 It refers to Lorenza and 

indicates her helplessness in comparison with Saturnine ·'s 

strength. She symbolizes the underprivileged Indians, and he 

represents the immoral governing class. A few diminutives 

such as pequen!n2 are found in Sonata . Pequenuelo, 3 meaning 

baby, which demonstrates the use of diminutive suffixes, is 

also found. Magdaleno employs many diminutives in Campo Celis 

and El resplandor, while he puts some in El teatro revolucio

nario mexicano and a few in Sonata. 

Other forms of dialect, known as Americanisms, occur 

in Magdaleno's fiction such as: guajo1Qte,=4 pe6n,5 chamaco, 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 jitomate, jacal, guaraches, olote, lomer~os, empacho, 

libid., p. 194. 

2Mauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, pp. 195-204. 
3 
Ibid., P• 379. 

4 Mauricio Magdaleno, Concha Bret6n, p. 30. 
5 Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, p. 5. 

6Mauricio Magdaleno, El resElandor, p. 421. 
7 215. Ibid.' P• 
8 
12.!!!·' P• 39. 

9 11. Ibid.' P• 

1°rbid., p. 15. 

11Ibid.' p. 413. 

12Ibid., P• 294. 
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~,1 1f~er, 2 mezca1,3 chusma, 4 jiba,5 mi1pa, 6 aguasole~,7 
8 9 10 11 12 aguamieleros, ja1as, chismes, chacal, renegrido, 

13 #" 14 15 16 17 18 
neutle, otom~, guay!n, 12.eonadas, tinacal, mechudo, 

19 20 21 22 23 24 
petate, charro, macheros, cocte1es, mole, and tata. 

1rbid., P• 295. 
2 ~., p. 295. 

3Ibid., P• 294. 

4 414. Ibid., p. -
5~., p. 413. 

6 ..re.g., P• 221 • 

7 Ibid., P• 101. 

8 1!?1£·, P~ 102. 
9 Ibid., P• 315. 

lOibid., P• 315. 

11rbid., P• 141. 

12Ibid.' P• 413. 

13Ibid., P• 24. 

14Ibid., P• 57. 

15rbid., p. 15. 

16:tbid., P• 289. 

17Ibid. 

18Ibid., P• 193. 

19~., P• 240. 

20rbid., P• 376. 

21Ibid. 

22Ibid.' p. 417. 

23Ibid., P•. 164. 

24Ibid., P• 408. 
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A £ew English expressions are £ound in Magdaleno's 

works, because they are American names or they happen to be 

expressions that the Mexicans associate with the Americans. 
1 Some proper names that are found £ollow: National Citz ~~ 

American Tropica l Gum, 2 Panuco River Oil Company, 3 ~York 

Times, 4 New York , 5 and American. 6 Magdaleno uses three - -
English sentences in Sonata.: 7 "I loa£e and invite my soul." 

"I lean and loafe at rrry ease, observing a spear o£ SUIIIDl.er 

grass ••• "8 "Stop this day and night with me, and you shall 

possess the origin of all poems ••• " 9 Words indicative o£ 

ideas associated with Americans are: bungalow, 10 hello,11 

lMauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, P• 314. 

, 2Mauricio Magdaleno, Teatro revolucionario mexieano, 
Tropico, I, p. 176. 

3 
~·, Panuco 1.£Z., ~r,, pp . · 28,, 50. 

4 Ibid., P• 78. 

5~., Tropieo, III, PP• 260, 263. 
6 Ibid., PP• 263, 265. -
7 Mauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, p. 167. 

8 Ibid., P• 168. 

9 Ibid. -
lOMaurieio Magdaleno, El teatro revolucionario mexicano, 

Tropico, I, p. 175. 

l libid. , P• 176. 
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cocktail, 1 :1whiskey, 2 Miss, 3 Mister, 4 and smoking_. 5 The 

Mister occurs many times in Tro;eic9 and Panuco 137. 

Magdaleno uses ;euritanoide6 instead of J2uritano. 

He employs the German wortl Reich, 7 which means kingdom, in 
8 

Sonata . The Latin phrase ~ fati occurs in the same novel. 

The word rictus, 9 which is a latinismo, appears in El 

resplandor. Pr6jimo10 meaning fellow be ing or neighbor in 

the Biblical sense is in Campo Celis, because the author 

desires to add a religious touch. The style of Magdaleno's 

works is simple, and anyone can read them rapidly, for he 

does not employ many extraordinary words . In the books 

discussed are noted a few English expressions, one in 

German, one Biblical, and a few in Latin. 

El 

1 Ibid.' P• 181. 
2 
Ibid. , P• 198. 

3 Ibid., III, P• 259. 

4~.1auricio Magdaleno, Sonata, P• 192. See also 
res;elandor, P• 226. 

5Mauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, p. 58. 

6 Ibid., P• 192. 

7Ibid., P• 363. 

8Ibid., p. 323. 

9Mauricio Magdaleno, El res;elandor, P• 17. 

10Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, PP• 42, 52. 
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Magdaleno employs some vulgar expressions as well as 

diminutives and words from languages other than Spanish. His 

purpose in using vulgarisms is to add realism. Maldito is 

found a number of times in El resplandor, Campo Celis, and 

Concha Breton . It occurs a few times in Panuco 1£2~ 

Emiliano Zapata, and Tropico. In~ resplandor it is always 

used 1 to curse some person or persons, and in Ca~o Celis 

it is employed for the same reason. 2 Godofredo says nialdita3 
, 

~everal times in referring to Concha Breton in Camcha Bret6n, 

which illustrates his lack of respect for her and his desire 

that she get out of his sight, after he has disgraced her. 

Magdaleno employs the expression diablo almost as frequently 

as maldito, because these two words are very common in the 

language of the class of people represented. The following 

quotation demonstrates its use, ''Galvez lo mandd" al diablo. n4 

A number of other vulgarisms appear in the writer's fiction. 

A·ll of the characteristics mentioned above add realism to the 

writer's style -~ gente vulgar and lenguaje vulgar. These 

people use vulgar language, because they are of the unrefined, 

uncultured~ and rineducated classe& 

His type of prose is as interesting to study as the 

dialect in his works. His style is considered simple, for 

lMauricio Magdaleno, ~ resplandor, PP• 28,300,395. 

2Mauricio Magdaleno, Campo Celis, PP• 107,209 . 
3 . ~ 
Mauricio .Magdaleno, Concha Breton, p. 42. 

4 Mauricio Magdaleno, Sonata, P • 193. 
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his sentences are concise and easy to follow. A good illus-

tration of his prose taken from El resplandor is quoted 

below: 

--Si Dios nuestro ·Senor me ayuda -- se repiti6, 
jurandose cumplir lo ofrecido-- les pagare los setenta 
y cinco centavos de la raya. Y luego mandar~traer al 
maestro. --se quedo pensandolo, calentando la idea, 
iluminado, inspirado,/ di~ ~ puaetazo la idea, ilumi
nado, inspir~do, y di , .un punetazo en la silla de la 
monturaT-• &Hombrel IEl maestro y la escuela1 Ahora 
mismo solicito que me mandan uno. Yo construyo la 
escuela. Como dec!a el Vate Pedroza: ,hay que dar luz 
~ las conciencias y pan a las almas, l que carayl 
JHay qU:e ver por el porvenir de la patria, Melquiades, 
no seas retardatariol Necesitrumos hombres conseientes 
y no ha:tajos de bestias. Vamos a incorporar al indio 
ala civilizacion. Yo construir~la escuela para San 
Felipe y San Andrts.l 

Magdaleno's novels are written in a simple and direct 

style, and they can be read rapidly, for there is so little 

dialect. The author devotes more time and space to descriptive 

passages than he does to dialogue, and most of the descriptions 

are of people and nature. They are vivid, since they appeal 

to the senses of sight, hearing, touch, and smell. He uses 

dialect to give realism. The nature descriptions and charac

ter sketches are important elements of the novelists style and 

help to give him the place which he holds in Mexican letters 

today. 

!Mauricio Magdaleno, El resplandor, p. 391. 



CHAPTER V 

VALUE OF MAURICIO MAGDALENO'S NOVELS 

Mauricio Magdaleno is considered an outstanding con

temporary novelist of Mexico. Although the underlying 

principles of his novels are very distinct from the funda

mentals of his essays and drruaas, the sole purpose of all 

of his works is to give instruction. In his fiction he is 

concerned with social and economic difficulties in the home 

and in Mexico; in his dramas his interests are focused on 

nationalism, .Americanism, and Eurppean culture. 

Some of the general literary characteristics of 

Magdaleno's works of fiction are: (l) descriptions used to 

give the background, (2) loose plots, (3) similiarity of 

style found in all of his works, (4) realism, (5) simplicity 

and clarity. 

Themes and subjects that are found i n his writings are: 

(1) inequality of the sexes. (2) class discrimination, (3) 

costumbrista elements, (4) revolutionary ideas, (5) lack 

of education, (6) lack of respe.ct for women among certain 

classes. 

A number of critics rank him as an eminent man of 

letters of today, and many authorities feel that El resplandor 

should be considered a masterpiece. Pedro Gringoire of Mexico 

86 
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in speaking of~ resplandor says,"Q;ueda consagrado en 

definitive. con esta obra maestra."l Alfonso Junco, another 

Mexican critic, considers 1:9: resplandor, "una poderosa novela 

mexicana." Gabriel Mendez Plancarte, a fellow countryman, 

writes, "El resplandor es una gran novela mexicana y su 

autor es con don Mariano Azuela -- uno de los poqu~simos 

que entre nosotros pueden hombrearse con los grandes novelistas 

hispanoamericanos modernos." Concha Meltfndez, a Puerto Rican, 

says, "Mauricio Magdaleno crea en !1 resplandor un treno 

retorcido y angustioso del alma india. ~ resElandor in the 

opinion of Juan Mar{n, .. of Chile, "merece sitio aparte las 

gran des nove las de America." 
~ Jose Juan Tablada, another 

Mexican critic, sees :i,n the novel, "piramide negra y bermeja 
~ 

con rojo de sangre y negror de maldad, de abominacion y 

desolaci6n." Several Spanish American critics consider 

Magdaleno a good writer because of his works in general. 

Ricardo Tudela from Argentina says, "Una cosa encuentro 

admirable en Magdaleno : su destreza en los s!mbolos. Los 

maneja a travEfs de su raza, de sus pasiones, de su curiosidad, 

de esa rica y exaltada sensualidad verbal y social que anima 

a sus escri tos. tt Gilberto Gonz~lez y Contreras of Cuba 

admires him, "En Mauricio Magdaleno la obra escrita redunda 

en enjundioso mensaje de redencion humana." Critics from the 

United States as well as from· the 'va~ious Spanish-speaking 

countries of the Western Hemisphere recognize Mauricio Magdaleno 

1see the cover of Fulgor de Mart{ for all of the 
quotations given in this paragrapE: 
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as an eminent man of letters, as he stands out among the 

earliest cultivators of artistic prose fiction of a modern 

literature. Alberto Rembao from New York writes, "Magdaleno 

" es el valor mas destacado, por lo genuine y sincere, de las 

letras me4icanas del memento." Dr. J. R. Spell, professor 

of Romance Languages at the University of Texas, states in 

a personal letter, "and I am particularly pleased to hear 

that you are planning to study Mauricio Magdaleno's work, 

for I consider him one of the most talented of contemporary 

Mexican letters." 

Magdaleno's books are sold a short time after they 

are placed on the shelves in the bookstores, and this 

immediate sale of his books indicates his popularity with 

the Mexican people. 

The Mexicans are not the only ones, who recognize the 

value of Magdaleno's works. Hollywood is producing a film 

of the American edition called Sunburst . The following 

passage is quoted from Magdaleno's personal letter, "Espero 

tambien. • • • mi contracto de Sunburst para el cine de 

Hollywood. Vamos a ver que tal lo hac en. nl 

Besides the essays, dramas, and novels mentioned in 

this thesis, Maur icio Magdaleno has collaborated in the 

American magazine, Mexican Life . In May, 1945 this magazine 

contained an article entitled "Carlos Chavez of Mexico."2 

Carlos cru(vez is the director of the National Symphony of 

1Mauricio Magdaleno, Sunburst, trans. Anita Brenner 
(New York: The Viking Press, 1944). 

2 
Mauricio Magdaleno, '"Carlos Chavez of Mexico," 

Mexican Life, XXI (May, 1945), 20. 
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Mexico. Magaaleno has had the opportunity to write for an 

American magazine this year. He remarks in one of his letters 

to the writez:, "Tengo, adern.S:s, la posibilidad de colaborar 

en una de las mas interes~~tes revistas de los Estados 

Unidos." 

It seems probable that Mauricio Magdaleno will make 

a number of wo:bthwhile contributions to Mexican literature 

in the future, since he has returned to writing. He has 

had such a varied range of experiences that he has acquired 

numerous interests. He traveled for several years in Mexico 

as a newspaper reporter, and he is known for this field of 

work in other Spanish-speaking countries as well as in 

Mexico. The following passage is taken from Magdaleno's 

biographical data, "Periodista, su nombre es familiar lo 

mismo al publico de su pa tri,a que al de todos los pa~ses 

de habla castellana de America y, por descontado, al de Cuba, 

donde cuenta con fervoroaas amistades." HA. has traveled in 
1 

Eurppe and spent about two years in Spain. For sometime 

he was el jefe ~ ~ Biblioteca de Bellas Artes. 2 After 

that he wrote screen scripts and worked for the motion 
3 picture industry of Mexico. Since he has resumed his 

literary career, he has also given lectures at the Uni versity 

lBiographical data furnished by Magdaleno. 

2 . -Conversation with §enorita Esther Rubio, librarian 
at La Biblioteca ~ Bellas Artes in Mexico City, August 23,1946. 

3 rnterview with Mauricio Magdalenors younger brother, 
Vicente Magdaleno, (!1 jef~ de ~ Biblioteca Franklin) in 
Mexico City, August 28, 1946. 
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f . 1 c b o Mex~co. He intends to take a trip to u a this year to 
2 

fulfill an engagement. After al l of these experiences 

Magdaleno should have something of interest to say to his 

readers. The fact that he has held all of these important 

positions will give him a permanent place among Mexican 

men of letters of today. His high rank among writers is 

due to: (1) forceful presentation of living conditions; 

(2) campaign to extend educational opportunities; (3) 

portrayal of customs; (4) descriptive force. 

1Personal letter from Mauricio Magdaleno, written 
March 12, 1947. 

2Ibid • ............. 
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